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VALUE ADDED TAX IN FORWARDING
Bibiána BUKOVÁ, Eva BRUMERČÍKOVÁ, Pavol KONDEK
1

Introduction

The article presents the principles of taxation of transport of goods and ancillary
services connected to the transport of goods under Act no. 222/2004 Coll. on Value
Added Tax, as amended on practical examples.
Transport of goods and services associated with it have an important and
irreplaceable position in business. Without carriers, shippers and other subjects
involved either directly or indirectly in the shipping of the material, semi-finished
goods or goods as the final product to the customer, you can not imagine the fulfilment
of other business relationships. For proper taxation of the service by value added tax, it
is necessary at first to determine the place of supply of the considered service. For
certain types of service specific principles are applied - rules how to determine the
place of supply.

2

General terms

The text of the Law on Value Added Tax no. 222/2004 Coll. as amended by
360/2013 Coll. with effect from 1st January 2014 regulates the value added tax. The
value added tax is on indirect tax on consumption.
The subject of tax is:
• supply of goods for consideration within the territory of the country by a
taxable person acting as a taxable person
• the provision of services (hereinafter referred to as service delivery) for
consideration within the country by a taxable person acting as a taxable
person
• acquisition of goods for consideration within the national territory of another
Member State of the European Union,
• import of goods into the country.
For the purposes of the shipper the supply of goods or supply of services are the
subject to tax.
For the purposes of this Act
• the Slovak Republic is the domestic territory,
-6II/2015

• foreign territory is the territory, which is not domestic,
• the territory of the European Union is the domestic territory and the
territories of other Member States, which are defined by the laws of these
Member States as for tax purposes as domestic territories of these Member
States,
• third-country territory is the territory which is not the territory of the
European Union.
A taxable person is any person who independently carries out any economic
activity, not considering the purpose or results of this activity. An economic activity
(business) is any activity from which income is achieved - hence providing of service.
The usage of tangible and intangible assets for the purpose of obtaining income from
these assets is also considered as an economic activity. Any person who on an
occasional basis provides a new means of transport from the territory of the country to
another Member State and the new means of transport is either by him or the purchaser
or on their behalf dispatched or transported to the purchaser is also considered a
taxable person.
The following have a registration obligation:
• any taxable person who has the office or place of business in the domestic
territory, and which has reached during the previous max. 12 consecutive
months the sales revenue set by this Act, is required to submit an application
to the tax office for tax registration,
• if the taxable person does not have an office or place of business in the
domestic territory, but has resided in the domestic territory or usually resides
in the domestic territory, and has reached the set sales revenue is also
required to apply for tax registration,
• application for tax registration may also be handed in by a taxable person
who has not attained the set sales revenue.
In case a taxable person hands in an application for tax registration, the tax office
will register it, issue a certificate of tax registration and assign a tax identification
number. The tax office performs the registration within 30 days from the day of
receiving the application for tax registration. On the date specified in the certificate of
tax registration the taxable person becomes taxable.

3

VAT in the forwarding

Considering forwarding it is necessary to be aware that if a taxable person who is
not a taxpayer or a legal person who is not a taxpayer acquires goods in the domestic
territory from another Member State, it is required to submit an application to the tax
office for tax registration prior to the entry of goods which the total value of goods tax-7II/2015

free acquired from other Member States reaches the specified amount in the calendar
year. An application for such a registration may also be filed by a person, even if the
value of goods tax-free acquired from other Member States doesn't reach the specified
amount in the calendar year. The Tax Office is obliged to register the person for tax,
issue a certificate of tax registration and assign a tax identification number
immediately, no later than seven days after receiving the application for tax
registration.
The taxable person and legal entity that is not a taxable person and is registered
for tax purposes in the preceding paragraph are liable to pay tax on the service
supplied by a person from another Member State or a foreign person from a third
country where the place of delivery of the services is in the domestic territory. A
person who has a place of business in the domestic territory, but this place of business
is not involved in the supply of goods or services in the domestic territory is also
considered a foreign person.
The transfer of goods, which is owned by a taxable person, from within the
domestic territory of the country to another Member State where the goods are
transported by this person or on its behalf to another Member State for the purposes of
business, is considered as the supply of goods for the needs of the shipper. A supply of
goods for consideration are considered as such transfer except for the supply of the
following goods :
• for the purpose of its installation or assembly by a taxable person or his
behalf in the Member State in which the dispatch or transport of goods
finishes,
• for the purpose of distance selling of goods by a taxable person in the
Member State in which the dispatch or transport of goods finishes,
• for the purpose of delivery of goods on boards of aircraft, ships and trains
during passenger transport in the European Union,
• intended for the export of goods to third countries,
• intended for the delivery of goods to another Member State by the taxable
person, if the supply of such goods in the Member State in which the dispatch
or transport of goods finishes, it will be tax-exempt,
• the purpose of valuation of goods or for the purpose of reprocessing,
processing, repairing or other similar activities physically carried out on this
product for this taxable person in the Member State in which the dispatch or
transport finishes, provided that the goods return to that person in the
domestic territory return after the operation finishes,
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• for the temporary usage of the goods in the Member State in which the
dispatch or transport of goods finishes, for the purpose of supply of services
by the taxable person
• for the temporary usage for a period not exceeding 24 months in the territory
of another Member State in which the import of the same goods from the
territory of a third country would be considered as temporary import with
total relief from import duties.
The place of delivery, if the supply of goods related to the dispatch or transport,
is the place where the goods are at the time when the dispatch or transport the person
to whom the goods are to be delivered, starts. The Member State of importation is
considered the place of supply of goods by the importer and the place of any further
deliveries of these goods if the dispatch or transport of the goods begins in the territory
of a third country,
The delivery of service is any transaction which is not a supply of goods for
consideration. If a taxable person on his behalf procures the delivery of service for
another person, it is valid that this taxable person received and delivered the service
himself. This is the case for re-invoicing services, if the taxable person in fact does not
provide the service himself, but accepts the service from a person who provides it for
him (invoices), and then provides this service to its customer (the customer does not
have to have the information about who the real service provider is).
For the purpose of correct taxation, i.e. in particular setting the place of delivery,
it is necessary to correctly determine whether the subject of taxable transaction is a
delivery of goods or delivery of service.
The VAT Act sets out the basic rules for determining the place of delivery of
service:
• place of delivery of service to a taxable person acting as a taxable person, is
the place where this person has a registered office or place of business, and if
the service is delivered to the place of business of the taxable person, then the
place of delivery is where the person has his place of business. In the case the
taxable person to whom the service is delivered, does not have an office or
place of business, then the place of delivery is his place of residence or place
of usual residence (§ 15 paragraph 1).
• the place of delivery of service to a person other than a taxable person shall
be the place where the provider of the service has his office or place of
business, and if the service is delivered from the provider’s place of business
then the place of delivery is the place where the provider of the service has
his place of business. In case the service provider does not have an office or
-9II/2015

a place of business then the place of delivery is his place of residence or
place of usual residence (§ 15 paragraph. 2).
These rules for determining the place of delivery of service (but also some
specific rules for determining the place of delivery of services pursuant to § 16 of the
VAT Act) are based on the status of the service recipient, i.e. it is necessary to find out
whether the recipient of the service is or is not a taxable person.
Service provided to a taxable person in which case the basic rule for determining
the place of delivery of the service in forwarding is applied:
• transport of goods including the transport of goods among Member States,
• additional service connected to the transport of goods such as loading,
unloading, handling and similar related service,
• brokering services.
Criteria for determining the place of supply of a specific transport service are:
• the person receiving the service (for whom the service is provided),
• the area of the shipping route - whether it is transport between the EU
Member States or other transport.
When transporting goods for a taxable person, the place of delivery is the place
where the service recipient’s place of business is. In this case, the type of transport
(which territory) is not important - whether it is transport within the territory of the
Slovak Republic or transport among Member States or transport of goods connected to
the export or import of goods. Essential is that the customer is a taxable person, the
place of delivery of transport service is then located in the country of the recipient.
When providing transport service of goods, the tax obligation is transferred to the
service recipient, if the recipient of the service is:
• a taxable person,
• a legal person who is not a taxable person and is registered for VAT (acquirer
of goods from other Member States) when the service was supplied by a
foreign person (from a Member or non-member State), whereby the place of
delivery of service is in the Slovak Republic.
It therefore follows that if the transport service of goods is provided to a taxable
person, the territory on which the transport is carried out is not important - irrespective
of the place of physical performance, the place of delivery of service is determined by
the seat of the service recipient.

-10II/2015

4

VAT in forwarding - acquisition of transport of goods under the
forwarding contract

According to the VAT Act, if a taxable person on his behalf procures the delivery
of service for another person, it is valid that the taxable person received and delivered
the service himself. When determining the place of delivery of transport service, it is
necessary to separately consider the place of delivery of transport services:
• of the shipper of the transport services
• of the carrier.
Based on the given information, when forwarding services, it is valid that the
forwarder receives the transport service from the carrier and provides it to the payer. In
the case the service is provided for a taxable person, then the place of delivery of
service is governed by § 15 paragraph 1.
When determining the place of delivery of additional services connected to the
transport of goods, it necessary to know who the service is provided for. In case the
additional service connected to the transport is provided for a taxable person, the place
of delivery is in the country of the recipient of the additional service. If the additional
service connected to the transport of goods was provided for other than the taxable
person, then the place of delivery according to the VAT Act would be the place where
the service is physically carried out.
At acquisition of the additional transport service of goods, if the contracting
authority is acting in his own name on behalf of another person, it is valid that he
received and delivered the service himself. When determining the place of delivery of
service when acquiring the service, if the contracting authority is acting in his own
name on behalf of another person (shipper), it is necessary to separately consider the
place of delivery of the additional transport services of the provider of the additional
transport service of goods and separately the place of delivery of the additional
transport services of the contracting authority of the additional transport service of
goods. If the given service is provided for a taxable person, then the place of delivery
is determined in accordance with § 15 (1) of the VAT Act, i.e. the place of delivery is
in the country of the service recipient.
"This paper was supported by the VEGA Agency, Grant No. 1/0701/14 “The impact of
the railway freight transport market liberalization on the social transport costs"
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TECHNOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF AIRCRAFT
GROUND DE-ICING AND ANTI-ICING SYSTEM AT
BRATISLAVA AIRPORT
Sandra KROLLOVÁ
1

Introduction

Icing is caused by supercooled water droplets in the atmosphere. In contact with
surface they freeze and build up on them forming the ice. The amount and shape of
formed ice depends on the temperature of the surface. If the surface temperature is
below zero, all imprinting water droplets are frozen. If the surface temperature is
above zero, none are frozen. For some atmospheric conditions and altitudes there is a
wide aircraft speed range over which the energy balance gives a skin temperature 0°C.
Over 40 000ft (12 400m) icing does not occur. Water droplets are frozen in form of ice
crystals so that they will not adhere to the surface [1].
Icing is defined as an amorphous or crystallic deposit (or their combination) that
adheres to the surface with the temperature below zero when exposed into the
airstream containing supercooled water droplets. It occurs on the aircraft while parking
as well as on the aircraft in-flight. There are several types of ice that adhere to the
surfaces of an airplane [2]:
• Rime ice
o Droplets freeze immediately in contact with the surface and form a
mix of tiny particles and air with rough surface.
o Formation between 0°C and -40°C, most commonly from -10°C to
-20°C.
o Leading edges, change in aerodynamic qualities of an airfoil, no
significant increase of weight.
• Clear ice
o Drops of freezing rain in contact with cold airframe spread out and
freeze resulting in smooth surface of solid clear glaze ice.
o Thick layer over the leading edges hardly removable, change of
aerodynamic shape of airfoils, reduction of effectiveness, increase
of weight.
• Soft rime
o Fragile crystal deposit.
-13II/2015

o Formation on aircraft while parking (fog) or during the flight in
high altitudes (clouds).
o No harmful effect on safety of the flight.
• Hoar frost
o Moist air comes in contact with a surface at zero temperatures,
water vapor changes directly into ice resulting in white crystalline
coating that.
o Formation during clear night, calm wind and high humidity.
o On cockpit window complicates vision through it, degrades lift and
disturbs the airflow over the wing, especially dangerous during
take-off.
o Can be easily brushed off.
Other types of meteorological phenomenon, especially different kinds of
precipitation can endanger the safety of aeronautical operations on the ground [1]:
• Drizzle
o Liquid precipitation (small drops with diameter < 0,5 mm.
o Forms a coating of glaze on the ground and on exposed surfaces.
• Freezing rain
o Larger droplets freeze upon impact on the surface.
• Sleet
o Partially frozen rain.
o Forms cold weather when rain falls through a layer of very cold air
close to the ground.
• Snow
o Solid precipitation in form of ice crystals. Different forms
depending on temperature and moisture content of cloud.
o Wet snow occurs at temperatures above –1 °C and contains more
moisture than dry snow.
• Powder
o Freshly fallen soft snow. Tiny flakes and crystals form the smooth
and soft surface. Density to 350 kg. m-3.
• Crust
o Sun rays melt the top layer of powder and the cold air temperature
makes it freeze again.
• Slush
o High content of water.
o Above freezing point, snow crystals change into large grains of ice.
-14II/2015

2

Icing hazards

Ice in almost any form presents a hazard to flight and it must be removed before
the flight. Some forms of ice that present aircraft operational problems are frost, wing
leading edge ice, horizontal stabilizer ice, pitot tube ice, carburetor ice, propeller ice,
engine intake ice and windshield ice. Ice formation on aircraft surfaces affects aircraft
performance and aircraft characteristics.
• Effects on aircraft performance
o Roughening of aircraft surfaces affects the lift.
o Change of aerodynamic qualities of an airfoil and aerodynamic
shape of the surfaces.
o Additional weight increases drag, reduces maximum lift coefficient
and increases required power.
o Large accretion on leading edges changes local contours and local
pressure gradients.
o Increases the roughness of the surface causes high surface friction
and considerable reduction of boundary layer. [3] [4]
• Effects on aerodynamic characteristics
o Decreasing volume of flight speed results in increasing stall speed
and decreasing of maximum speed in horizontal flight.
o Increasing drag causes higher output of engine and has a negative
influence on fuel consumption and other operational characteristics.
o Airflow restriction in engine causes loss of performance and
damage of compressor.
o Accumulation of ice on engine fan blades increases the engine
vibrations.
o Engine air inlets can freeze causing engine performance to degrade.
o Propellers become inefficient and out of balance; propeller blades
leading edges decreases the effectiveness vibrations.
o Flaps and ailerons can be uncontrollable. Control surfaces can
freeze in one position or might have serious imbalance that causes
destructive vibrations.
o Icing on the tail can move the center of gravity of airplane.
o Ice formed on pitot inlets, stall vanes and other sensors could
endanger the safety of flight operations.
o Ice on a windshield reduces forward visibility. [3] [4]
Icing conditions occur not only in flight but also on the ground prior to flight.
Aircraft while parking are often subjected to icing conditions. During the ground
-15II/2015

operations it is essential to ensure the aircraft to be aerodynamically clean prior to
take-off.

3

Aircraft autonomous icing protection systems

Aircraft protection systems are classed as either anti-icing (prevent ice from
accumulating) or de-icing (remove ice after it accumulates). Anti-icing systems
typically use heat (engine bleed air or electro-thermal) or chemicals to prevent ice
buildup. The main difference between these principles is the amount of ice accretion
they allow to form. De-icing is the intermittent application of fluid, heat or mechanical

effort. It is used to remove ice which has already formed. This kind of prevention is
used on surfaces where ice accumulates and could endanger the safety of aircraft
operation. Anti-icing is the application of continuous heat or fluid. It is used when no
amount of ice can be tolerated. These systems are used to prevent ice accumulation on
those aircraft components on which ice formation can result in accidents. Each deicing or anti-icing system uses several methods to protect the aircraft [4] [5]:
• Mechanical - mechanically pneumatically breaking up the ice,
• Thermal - electrical heater elements to melt the ice: hot air heating, oil
heating,
• Liquid - alcohol spray to avoid ice accretion: freezing point depressant
fluids (FPD).
Tab. 1 Location of protection systems
Location
Leading edge of the wing
Tail airfoil leading edge
Windshield, windows
Engine air inlets
Pitot tubes
Flight controls
Propeller blade leading edges
Water drains

Anti-icing and de-icing methods of control
Thermal, mechanical
Thermal, mechanical
Thermal, chemical
Thermal
Thermal
Thermal, mechanical
Thermal, chemical
Thermal

Source: [4]
Ground de-icing involves the removal of frost, snow and ice that has formed on
aircraft. Aircraft anti-icing refers to the prevention of ice accumulation of frost, snow
or ice. Two types of de-icing are performed [5]:
• Wet-weather de-icing,
• Dry-weather de-icing.
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Wet-weather de-icing is performed during storms that include precipitation such
as snow, sleet, or freezing rain. Dry-weather de-icing is performed when changes in
the ambient temperature cause frost or ice to form on aircraft but without precipitation.

4

Analysis of aircraft ground de-icing and anti-icing at Bratislava airport

M. R. Štefánik International Airport in Bratislava (Bratislava airport) is the
largest and most important general aviation airport in Slovak republic. It is situated 9
km from Bratislava and offers a 24 hours operation.
According to the general aviation operation requirements climatic conditions at
Bratislava airport are considered to be positive. Bratislava airport is situated in the
warmest region of the country so that even in the coldest month January the daily
minimum temperature in average is over -5°C. Precipitation in the winter are said to be
moderate so that they does not have negative effect on the operation and safety at the
airport during the winter season.
Tab. 2 Review of important climatologic data
Characteristics
First frost (average date)
Last frost (average date)
Frosty days (average number)
Icy Days (average number)
Average year temperature
First day of snowfall (average date)
Last day of snowfall (average date)
Duration (average number of days)
First snow cover (average date)
Last snow cover (average date)
Snow cover duration (average number of days)

Result
October 27
April 14
88,4
30,0
9,6°C
November 14
March 30
29,1
December 12
March 3
36,4

Source: [6]
At Bratislava airport winter season starts on November 1, each year. Until this
date all the necessary documents and personnel training dealing with winter
maintenance and aircraft ground de-icing and anti- icing shall be provided. To provide
an effective aircraft ground ice protection it is necessary to follow several international
norms, recommendations and standards such as [7]:
• Association of European Airliners (AEA) Recommendations for Deicing/Anti- icing of Aircraft on the Ground - document contains detailed
recommendations for application and material specifications of aircraft deicing/anti- icing fluids,
• ISO 11 075 Aircraft de-icing/anti- icing methods with fluids,
• ISO 11 076 Aircraft de-icing/anti- icing Newtonian fluids, ISO type I,
-17II/2015

• ISO 11 077 Self- propelled de- icing/anti- icing vehicles,
• ISO 11 078 Aircraft de-icing/anti- icing non-Newtonian fluids, ISO type
II.

5

Technical requirements

De-icing and anti-icing technology and technical equipment at the airport
depends on several factors such as topography, climate, location, capacity, density of
movements, and other meteorological and operational characteristics. Considering this,
different methods and technological processes are being applied.
5.1 Anti-icing and de-icing fluids
During snowstorms, freezing rain or cold weather conditions that causes frost to
accumulate on aircraft surfaces de-icing it is necessary to ensure the safety of aircraft
operations. Even a very little icing on critical aircraft surfaces can cause significant
decreases in lift.
Ground de-icing involves the removal of frost, snow and ice that has formed on
aircraft. Aircraft anti-icing refers to the prevention of accumulation of frost, snow or
ice. Snow, ice and frost removal from aircraft can be provided either by mechanical
means (such as brooms, brushes, squeegees) or by using de-icing and anti- icing
chemicals.
Mechanical de-icing requires a qualified person to provide the cleaning of
aircraft surfaces carefully without damaging it. Moreover, the safety of person during
providing mechanical cleaning cannot be provided successfully. According to the
regulations of Slovak Airport Authority mechanical ground de-icing is not provided by
employers of Bratislava airport. Bratislava airport provides chemical ground de-icing
and anti-icing of aircraft.
Chemical ground de-icing and anti- icing is provided by spraying aircraft with
de-icing/anti-icing fluids. Ground chemical anti-icing is done by spraying all of the
surfaces with ethylene glycol before aircraft takes off. Spraying the surface with a deicing fluid just before flight will effectively remove all traces of frost. These fluids
work by adhering to the surfaces to remove and to prevent snow and ice accumulation.
Anti-icing and de-icing fluids (ADF) are composed of ethylene or propylene
glycol. Concentration of glycol in ADF depends on the outside temperature and
according to the weather conditions, but usually it is used with 50/50 concentration
(50% of glycol to 50% of water per volume). De-icing and anti-icing fluids also
contain additives such as corrosion inhibitors, flame-retardants, wetting agents and
thickeners. These additives protect aircraft surfaces and allow the ADF to adhere to the
-18II/2015

aircraft. This results in longer holdover times. Holdover time (HOT) is the time
between application and takeoff. During this time ice or snow is prevented from
adhering to the surfaces. Four types of de-icing/anti-icing fluids (ADF) have been
developed for ice protection of aircraft [7]:
• Type I. fluids contain glycol and less than 1% additives
o most commonly used for de-icing,
o relatively short holdover time- 15 min,
o used predominately on small airports (holdover time factor is not so
important).
• Type II. Fluids are used for anti-icing protection
o concentration of additives 2% or less (in addition to glycol),
o longer holdover time.
• Type III. Fluids are used for anti-icing protection, no longer used
o higher concentration of additives,
o designed for small aircraft,
o not in use anymore.
• Type IV. Fluids are used for anti-icing protection
o higher concentration of additives,
o long holdover time –from 30 to 80min,
o designed for large aircraft.
De-icing/anti- icing fluids vary by composition. Different contents (ingredients)
provide the fluid with different viscosity values what results in different times of
protection they offer, known as the holdover time. Holdover time is the time period
during which applied fluid offers an anti-icing protection of the surface – the
protection against further ice accretion. At Bratislava airport type I. and type II. fluids
are used for aircraft ice protection.
Type I Fluid
Type I. is specified as a de-icing fluid. It is used to remove the frost, snow or ice
deposits from the surface of an aircraft, but does not offer the protection against
further accumulation of deposits on the cleaned surfaces. It does not contain thickeners
to improve the adhesion to the surface.
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Tab. 3 Type I. fluid specifications
Glycol concentration
Additives
Holdover time
Viscosity
Fluid characteristic

80% in total volume
less than 1%
relatively short (see tab 3.2)
low, depends on temperature
Newtonian fluid

Source: [7]
Corrosion inhibitors are added to avoid the corrosion of contaminated surfaces.
Wetting agents allow the fluid to form a thin liquid film over the surface. Type I. fluid
is a typical deicer. It is used for the initial cleaning when a layer of snow, frost or ice is
present on the surface prior to cleaning. Viscosity values are the lowest values at
which the fluid can reasonably provide holdover times. Time of protection provided by
Type I fluid is related to the heat input to aircraft surfaces. Type I fluid dilutes rapidly
under precipitation conditions. Holdover times for type I fluid mixtures depend on
weather and outside air temperature (OAT). [8]
Tab. 4 Type I fluid holdover times depending on weather conditions
OAT (°C)
>-3
-3 to -6
-6 to -10
-10>

Frost
0:45
0:45
0:45
0:45

Holdover times under various weather conditions (hours: minutes)
Freezing
Very light
Freezing
Light snow
Moderate snow
fog
snow
drizzle
0:11-0:17
0:18-0:22
0:11-0:18
0:06-0:11
0:09-0:13
0:08-0:13
0:14-0:17
0:08-0:14
0:05-0:08
0:05-0:09
0:06-0:10
0:11-0:13
0:06-0:11
0:04-0:06
0:04-0:07
0:05-0:09
0:07-0:08
0:04-0:07
0:02-0:04
-

Source: [7]
Holdover times start as soon as the anti-icing step begins. Time of protection will
be shortened in adverse weather conditions. Precipitation, moisture of the air, high
wind velocity will reduce the holdover time. Moreover holdover time can be reduced
when aircraft skin temperature is lower than the outside air temperature (OAT). Type
I fluid used for ground de-icing is not intended for protection during the flight. Under
conditions of very light snow, light snow and moderate snow the fluid must be heated
to a temperature of 60°C. The heat that the aircraft surface absorbs will keep the
temperature of the fluid above its freezing point. The more heat the surface absorbs,
the longer the surface temperature will remain above the freezing point of the fluid.
Thus, the thermal characteristics of the aircraft’s surface affect the holdover times. [8]
Before use Type I fluid is diluted to water to maintain the maximum efficiency.
In 40% water/60% glycol concentration the mixture provides congealing temperature
under -50°C. Type I fluid viscosity is lower than type II fluid viscosity. This allows the
fluid to flow- off the surface much easily.
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Type II Fluid
Type II fluid is considered as an anti-icer. It can be used to remove frost deposits
from the aircraft surfaces but also to provide protection against further accumulation of
frost, snow or ice.
Tab. 5 Type II fluid specifications
Glycol concentration
Additives
Holdover time
Viscosity
Fluid characteristic

at least 50%
2%
relatively long (see tab. 3.4)
depends on temperature, friction
non-Newtonian fluid

Source: [7]
Type II fluid contains less glycol and more additives in compare with type
I fluid. It contains wetting agents and it spills over the surface forming a protective
layer. Type II fluids use concentrations of 100/0, 75/25, or 50/50 in the anti-icing
application. The lower the temperature is, the higher concentration of glycol in the
mixture is required. Lower concentration can ensure efficient protection as well as the
higher concentration, but provides shorter holdover time. Type II fluid may be also
used below -25 °C if freezing point of the fluid is at least 7 °C below the OAT. The
holdover time of any anti-icing fluid is directly related to the amount of moisture it can
absorb before freezing. [8]
Tab. 6 Fluid II holdover times
OAT (°C)

above 0

0 to -3
-3 to -14
-14 to -25
below -25

Fluid/Water
concentration
%/%
100/0
75/25
50/50
100/0
75/25
50/50
100/0
75/25
100/0
100/0

Holdover times under various conditions (hours: minutes)
Moderate
Freezing
Light freezing
Frost Freezing fog
Snow
drizzle
rain
12:00
0.55-1:40
0:30-0:55
0:35-0:55
0:20-0:30
6:00
0:45-1:15
0:20-0:40
0:25-0:45
0:15-0:25
4:00
0:20-0:30
0:05-0:20
0:05-0:15
0:05-0:10
8:00
0:55-1:40
0:20-0:45
0:35-0:55
0:20-0:30
5:00
0:45-1:15
0:15-0:35
0:25-0:45
0:15-0:25
3:00
0:20-0:30
0:05-0:15
0:05-0:15
0:05-0:10
8:00
0:45-1:25
0:20-0:40
0:25-0:50
0:15-0:30
5:00
0:35-1:00
0:15-0:25
0:20-0:35
0:15-0:20
8:00
0:20-0:40
0:20 -0:35
-

Source: [7]
Under precipitation conditions, chemical additives improve the performance of
the fluid as an anti- icer. Additives thicken and provide the viscosity of the fluid
decreasing during the takeoff. This allows the fluid to flow off the critical wing
surfaces. Maximum anti-icing effectiveness could be achieved from the application of
unheated (cold) Type II fluids to deiced aircraft surfaces.
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At Bratislava airport, following fluids are used:
• Type I - Safewing MP I 1938 and
• Type II - Safewing MP II 1951
5.2 Storage
De-icing/anti- icing fluids are stored under normal temperatures. Safewing Type
I De-icing Fluids are not critical in regard of storage or heating. It can be exposed to
temperatures even of 90°C without any degradation of quality. Safewing Type II Deicing/anti- icing fluids are more sensitive to the temperature. If these fluids are
exposed to high temperatures, overheating may occur. This must be avoided. High
temperatures can reduce viscosity and can cause formation of deposits. Optimum
temperatures are between 70°C to a maximum 90°C.
Fluids must be stored only in [7]:
• special stainless steel tanks, or
• glass fiber reinforced plastic tanks, or
• in steel tanks coated with epoxy resin
To avoid the contamination of the fluid by rust that can form during storage in
normal steel tanks. Regular inspection of storage tanks must be provided once a year
to avoid the contamination.
At Bratislava airport fluid is stored near the operating areas in four fiber glass
plastic tanks of 1000 liters capacity each. Supplementary fluid is stored in tanks in
industrial buildings in the extensive surroundings of the maneuvering areas. Additional
(new) fluid is usually supplied by the distributing company within four days since
ordered.
5.3 De-icing/Anti-icing Fluid Quality Control
The most important properties of aircraft de-icing/anti- icing fluids are the
holdover time and the flow- off performance of the fluid during the take- off.
Prolonged or repeated heating of fluids may result in loss of water, which can lead to
performance degradation of the fluid. For Type I fluids, the water loss may cause
undesirable aerodynamic effects at low temperatures. For Type II fluids, the thermal
exposure or water loss may cause reduction in fluid viscosity. All this affect the
holdover times and make them lower. To ensure these properties quality control is
necessary.
ADF quality control is provided by regular checks. It is recommended to provide
checks of fluid quality prior to the start of the de-icing season, prior to daily usage, and
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following system maintenance or after a fluid concentration change. Checks include
visual inspection and measurements (pH measurements, refractive index
measurements). For Type II fluids, viscosity checks should be performed. All
measured values should be within the limits recommended by manufacturers.
Other fluid degradations may result from chemical contamination or mechanical
shearing caused by use of improper equipment or systems such as pumps, control
valves, or application devices. Not only the quality of used fluids but also the right
application and handling are necessary. [8]

6

Technology

Aircraft ground ice protection can be done as a one- step procedure or a two- step
procedure. One- step procedure includes the removal of snow or ice deposits from the
surface of aircraft known as a de-icing procedure. A single fluid is used to perform the
de-icing and anti-icing steps. This procedure can be provided with a Type I fluid as
well as with the Type II fluid. De-icing fluid is sprayed over the surface from the
distance of approximately 1 meter under the pressure and under certain temperatures.
Spraying starts on the top of the wing surface so that it flows down to the lower parts.
Also the fuselage is sprayed from the top to the bottom. Engines and landing gear must
be avoided from fluid contamination. Special care must be pursued to protect the
rudder, elevator and to the wing surfaces.
The temperature of type I fluid application is 82,5°C on the nozzle so that it
reaches the aircraft surface at a temperature of 60°C. This temperature cannot be
higher to avoid the damage of the surface, but on the other hand it must be high
enough to melt the ice. In certain cases and weather conditions (even in -8°C) pure
heated water can be used to melt the ice deposits on the surface. [7] [8]
Tab. 7 Guidelines for the application of type I fluid mixtures
OAT
-3°C and
above
below
-3°C

One-step procedure
De-icing/Anti- icing
Freezing point of heated
fluid mixture shall be at
least 10 °C below OAT

Two- step procedure
De-icing
Anti-icing
Water heated to 60°C or
a heated mix of fluid and
Freezing point of fluid
water
mixture shall be at least 10
Freezing point of heated
°C below OAT
fluid mixture shall not be
more than 3 °C above OAT

Source: [7]
Mixture shall be applied heated to 60° C and under pressure. The two- step
procedure includes de-icing followed by an anti- icing protection. First step provides
the cleaning of the surface from deposits and the following anti-icing step includes the
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protection of the surface against further ice accretion via application of anti-icing fluid.
Anti- ice protection is done by type II and type IV fluids. The difference between these
fluids results from viscosity values and the speed required to tear off the layer of fluid
from the surface during the takeoff. That is why the type IV fluid is used
predominately for the large and fast aircraft that can reach the tear off speed.
For turboprop aircraft, a special type III anti-icing fluid was designed, with
a lower tear off speed, but this fluid could be replaced with the type II without any
difficulties, so that there is no need for special fluid. Anti-icing fluid is applied cold
(not heated) so that it keeps viscosity at appropriate value. Heated type II fluid can be
applied only for de-icing because reduced viscosity cannot provide required anti-ice
protection. At Bratislava airport, type II anti- icing fluid is used. Frequency of flight is
not very high so that there is no need for long holdover times. [7] [8]
Tab. 8 Guidelines for the application of type II fluid mixtures
OAT
-3°C and
above
-14°C
and
above
-25°C
and
above
below 25°C

One-step procedure
De-icing/Anti- icing

Two- step procedure
De-icing
Anti-icing
Heated water or heated mix
50/50 Heated Type II
of Type I or Type II with
50/50 Type II
water
Heated mix of Type I,
Type II and water with FP
75/25 Heated Type II
75/25 Type II
not more than 3°C above
OAT
Heated mix of Type I,
Type II and water with FP
100/0 Heated Type II
100/0 Type II
not more than 3°C above
OAT
Type II fluid may be used below -25°C provided that the FP of the fluid is at least 7°C
below OAT and those aerodynamic acceptance criteria are met.

Source: [7]
Maximum anti-icing effectiveness could be achieved from the application of
unheated (cold) Type II fluids to deiced aircraft surfaces. Cold, unheated fluid
produces thicker protective layer on aircraft surfaces, thus provides longer protection
than a heated fluid that forms a thinner layer.
Type I fluids are considered to be de-icing fluids and types II, III, and IV are
considered anti-icing fluids, but all types are used in both de-icing and anti-icing
mode. However, the performance of type I fluid as an anti-icer is inferior to the
performance of other types.
Application of the fluid over the large aircraft causes shortening of holdover
time. Holdover time starts immediately the fluid is applied. To reduce the time of
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application, aircraft can be sprayed from both sides at the same time using two deicers
simultaneously.

7

Focus on Ecology

Apart from safety, environmental protection is an important aspect in chemical
(fluid) de-icing. Fluids used for de-icing and anti-icing of aircraft are harmful to the
environment. During airport de-icing operations de-icing/anti-icing fluids (ADF)
discharge to the surface waters and onto vegetated ground where they may travel
through the soil and enter ground water. Ethylene and propylene glycol have harmful
effects on aquatic life due to their high biological oxygen demand. Shortage of oxygen
kills fishes and may result in undesirable bacterial growth. Ethylene glycol has toxic
effects on humans with the potential to cause health problems (neurological,
cardiovascular, and gastrointestinal, in certain cases even death). Additionally,
ethylene glycol is considered to be hazardous air pollutant. Corrosion inhibitors added
to ADF can produce highly toxic byproducts. To reduce these negative effects
manufacturers are demanded to reduce the toxicity of additives present in de-icing and
anti-icing fluids and, when possible, use environmentally benign chemicals. [7]
In case of Bratislava airport, the amount of fluids spent for aircraft de-icing/antiicing is still within the regulations. Fluids used during the de-icing/anti- icing
operation mix with the other contaminants on the surface of the pavement such as
snow ice or water so that it dilutes before it is collected by drainage. In the vicinity of
Bratislava airport, any important source of water occurs so that it cannot be threaten by
fluids used at the airport. With the predicted increase in operations, the number of
requires for de-icing will increase as well, so that the separated standing position
equipped with a drainage system to be suitable for aircraft de-icing and anti-icing
operations is needed.
The other way how to protect the environment is to use alternative de-icing and
anti-icing methods and materials [8]:
• „Blending to temperature“– using this technique operators can vary the
concentration of glycol in de-icing fluid. Usually 50/50 concentration of
glycol is used but this is designed for the worst-weather conditions.
Reducing the glycol concentration in de-icing fluid decreases the amount
of glycol in surfaces runoff and storm water collection systems.
• Reduction of ADF usage which can be executed using other non-chemical
methods to protect the aircraft or pavement surfaces. On aircraft, using
mechanical de-icing technologies eliminate the need of de-icing fluids and
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reduce the use of anti-icing fluids. Using a computerized spraying system
to apply de-icing chemicals may reduce the use of de-icing fluids. Also ice
detection systems are used to eliminate application of de-icing fluid.
• Centralized de-icing pads restrict aircraft de-icing to a small area,
minimizing the volume and allowing for the capture of de-icing waste.
De-icing pad is designed to capture and route contaminated runoff to
tanks. Fluids recovered from de-icing pads may be suitable for reuse.
• Recycling and recovery of spent fluid- recycling of glycol from spent deicing and anti-icing fluid decreases the amount that reaches and potentially
impairs surface and ground waters. The recycling process consists of
several steps including filtration, reserve osmosis and distillation to
recover glycol from spent de-icing fluid. Technology is available to
recycle fluids containing at least 5% glycol. Glycol recycling reduces the
amount and strength of wastewater, reducing wastewater disposal costs.
At some modern airports, advanced de-icing methods are applied such as
Infrared heating; air forced de-icing system or computerized spraying systems.

8

Conclusion

Over past few decades the subject of aircraft icing has gained more and more
attention. Analysis of aircraft icing cover many aspects of icing, starting with the
description how it appears under the variety of environmental and flight conditions to
how it can be prevented by a number of de-icing and anti-icing systems currently in
use. Through the use of icing analysis and prevention, it is expected that the number of
accidents due to icing will decrease in the years to come.
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Resume
Aircraft during their operations are often subjected to icing conditions.
Formation of ice depends on specific conditions defined by humidity of outside air and
its temperature. Icing conditions can be expected anywhere the moisture is visible and
the air temperature is very near or below freezing. As an aircraft flies into clouds with
the outside temperature near freezing, the ice can be accumulated on the exposed
surfaces of an airframe such as wings, propeller, windshield and also antennas, vents
and intakes. Even a small amount of icing can have significant effect on the aircraft
performance. In general, icing conditions can have harmful effects on the safety of air
transport operations. To avoid these hazardous situations several de-icing and antiicing methods and systems have been developed for this purpose. In this paper existing
methods of aircraft ground de-icing and anti-icing at Bratislava airport are analyzed
with focus on technological and ecological aspects of used system.
Keywords
Icing types, aircraft performance, aerodynamic characteristics, protection
systems, de-icing technology, quality control, ecology.
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EVALUATION OF FORMS FOR MEASUREMENT OF
CUSTOMER SATISTACTION BY SPERLING
METHOD IN MICROSOFT EXCEL
Eva MAJERČÁKOVÁ, Peter MAJERČÁK
1

Use of methods for measurement of customer satisfaction in conditions
of railway undertakings

The railway undertaking has many lines, in which can increase the quality of
services leading to satisfy customer needs. To correct identification of customer
requirements, it is necessary to carry out marketing research.
According to foreign sources may be research of market, which is part of
marketing research, defined as "the systematic gathering, recording and analysis of
data with regard to a market, where the market is understood as a specific group of
customers in a specific geographical area" [4].
For evaluation of customer satisfaction is suitable questionnaire method. In the
first phase is necessary to make decisive criteria (Fig. 1). On the basis of the criteria
are prepared questions into the form, in which each criterion is explained in more
detail to customers.
The criteria can be divided into [1]:
• qualitative (nominal) - (the value we can express verbally) - care,
professionalism, flexibility, delivery time, cleanliness of wagons, technical
condition of wagons, accessibility, information, solving problems and
shortcomings, presentation of undertaking,
• quantitative (cardinal) - (the value we can express in the appropriate
measurement unit) - price conditions, payment conditions.
The selected criteria can be described follows:
Ki - i-th criterion for the evaluation of customer satisfaction, i = 1,2,3, .... n,
n - total number of criteria for evaluation of customer satisfaction, in this case 12.
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Fig. 1 Criteria for evaluation of customer satisfaction

Source: authors
1.1 Sperling method as a tool for finding the overall rate of customer
satisfaction
One of the methods, which is used for defining importance weights of each
criterion, is Sperling method. By applying this method, it is also possible to determine
the rate of customer satisfaction with the fulfillment of these criteria. The form, which
is sent to customers using the services of the railway undertaking, must include
questions, where customers can express the rate of satisfaction and assign the weight
of importance to the individual criteria (criteria are for rate of satisfaction and for
weight of importance the same). For the purpose of this contribution, is assigned to
used five-point scale the scores, which is shown in Tab. 1 and Tab. 2.
Tab. 1 Assigning of importance weight
Assigning of
importance
weight

5
Maximum
important

4
More
important

3
Average

2
More
unimportant

1
Minimum
important

Source: authors
In the case of assigning if importance weights, 5 points represent the maximum
importance of the criterion, on the other hand point 1 expresses minimal importance.
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Tab. 2 Determining of satisfaction rate
Determining
of
satisfaction
rate

5
Maximum
satisfied

4

3

More
satisfied

Average

2
More
dissatisfied

1
Dissatisfied

Source: authors
For determining of satisfaction rate, 5 points represent maximum satisfaction, on
the other hand, 1 point means customer dissatisfaction (minimum satisfaction) with the
fulfillment of the criterion.
The resulting value of service quality (VH) can be determined on the basis of
importance weights of evaluating characters (criteria) and rate their fulfillment
according to the equation [3]:
(1)
where VH ......... resulting value of service quality for the period,
vi ........... importance weight of the ith character (criterion), i = 1, 2....n,
si ........... the rate of fulfillment of the ith character (criterion), i = 1, 2....n,
n ........... number of quality characteristics (criteria).
The maximum value of service quality (MH), that customers expect, can be
determined according to the equation [2]:
(2)
where MH ........ maximum value of service quality,
si max ...... maximum rate of customer satisfaction with the fulfillment of the
i-th character (criterion),
vi ........... importance weight of the ith character (criterion), i = 1, 2 ..... n,
n ........... number of quality characteristics (criteria).
Perceived value (VH) can be determined from the equation [2]:
(3)
where VH ......... perceived value of service quality,
si skut ...... the actual rate of customer satisfaction with the fulfillment of the
i-th character (criterion),
vi ........... importance weight of the ith character (criterion), i = 1, 2 ..... n,
n ........... number of quality characteristics (criteria).
The overall satisfaction rate (S) surveyed customers with provided services can
be expressed by the equation [2]:
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(4)
where S ............ overall satisfaction rate with provided services,
VH ........ perceived value of service quality,
MH ....... maximum value of service quality.
1.2 Evaluation of marketing research by using Sperling method
In examining that issue was carried out marketing research. Its results are shown
in graphs 1 to 12. Total is evaluated 12 criteria, which are defined in the first chapter
(Fig. 1). Each graph shows the comparison of importance weight of criterion and the
satisfaction rate of respondents with its fulfillment.
Graph 1-2 Determination of satisfaction rate and assignment of importance weights
for criterion K1 – Care and for criterion K2 – Professionalism

Source: authors
From Graph 1 may be seen that 32% of respondents consider the criterion K1 Care as maximum important, but only 11% of respondents are with rate its fulfillment
maximum satisfied.
In Graph 2 is assigned the weight of maximum importance to criterion K2 –
Professionalism, that is at the level of 32%. The rate of maximum satisfaction with its
fulfillment reached 15%.
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Graph 3-4 Determination of satisfaction rate and assignment of importance weights
for criterion K3 – Flexibility and for criterion K4 – Delivery time

Source: authors
Graph 5-6 Determination of satisfaction rate and assignment of importance weights
for criterion K5 – Cleanliness of wagons and for K6 – Technical condition of wagons

Source: authors
Criterion K3 - Flexibility (Graph 3) consider 49% of respondents as maximum
important, with rate its fulfillment are maximum satisfied only 11% of respondents.
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From Graph 4 it can be seen, that 54% of respondents perceived criterion K4 Delivery time as maximum important, only 9% of respondents are with its fulfillment
maximum satisfied.
In Graph 5 is assigned the weight of maximum importance to criterion K5 Cleanliness of wagons, that is at the level of 28%. The rate of maximum satisfaction
with its fulfillment reached 5%.
Criterion K6 - Technical condition of wagons (Graph 6) consider 31% of
respondents as maximum important, with rate its fulfillment are maximum satisfied
only 5% of respondents.
Graph 7-8 Determination of satisfaction rate and assignment of importance weights
for criterion K7 – Accessibility and for criterion K8 – Information

Source: authors
From Graph 7 it can be seen that 23% of respondents perceived criterion K7 Accessibility as maximum important, 11% of respondents are with its fulfillment
maximum satisfied.
In Graph 8 is assigned maximum importance to criterion K8 - Information from
28% of respondents. Maximum satisfied with its fulfillment are 11% of respondents.
Criterion K9 - Solving problems and shortcomings (Graph 9) consider 42% of
respondents as maximum important, with rate its fulfillment are maximum satisfied
8% of respondents.
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In Graph 10 is assigned maximum importance to criterion K10 - Presentation of
undertaking from 9% of respondents. Maximum satisfaction with its fulfillment
expressed 12% of respondents.
Graph 9-10 Determination of satisfaction rate and assignment of importance weights
for criterion K9 – Solving problems and shortcomings and for criterion K10 –
Presentation of undertaking

Source: authors
Graph 11-12 Determination of satisfaction rate and assignment of importance weights
for criterion K11 – Price conditions and for criterion K12 – Payment conditions

Source: authors
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From Graph 11 it can be seen that 72% of respondents consider the criterion K11 Price conditions as maximum important, only 3% of respondents are with its
fulfillment maximum satisfied.
In Graph 12 is assigned the weight of maximum importance to criterion K12 –
Payment conditions, that is at the level of 35%. The rate of maximum satisfaction with
its fulfillment reached 8%.
Based on the equations mentioned in subcharter 1.1, it is appropriate compile a
table, which consists of all necessary calculations (Tab. 3). To each criterion and to
each importance weight is assigned a specific number of respondents (according to the
answers from the form). The same applies in the case of satisfaction rate, this means
that from the total number of responses (65), is designated to each criterion and each
satisfaction rate a specific number of respondents.
Tab. 3 Results of the values of quality

Criterion

K1
K2
K3
K4
K5
K6
K7
K8
K9
K10
K11
K12

Care
Professionalism
Flexibility
Delivery time
Cleanliness of
wagons
Technical
condition of
wagons
Accessibility
Information
Solving
problems and
shortcomings
Presentation of
undertaking
Price conditions
Payment
conditions

Importance Satisfaction
weight (vi)
rate (siskut)

Maximum
value
(MH) =
(vi)*(simax)

Perceived
value (VH)
=
(vi)*(siskut)

Overall
satisfaction
rate (S) in %
=
(VH/MH)*100

4,2
4
4,4
4,2

3,6
3,7
3,5
3,5

21
20
22
21

15,12
14,8
15,4
14,7

72
74
70
70

3,9

3,2

19,5

12,48

64

4,1

3,5

20.5

14,35

70

3,9
4

3,5
3,5

19,5
20

13,65
14

70
70

4,2

3,2

21

13,44

64

3,2

3,4

16

10,88

68

4,6

3

23

13,8

60

4,1

3,3

20,5

13,53

66

244

166,15

68 %

Source: authors
Importance weight (vi) is calculated by multiplying the number of respondents of
the relevant criterion with the importance weight pertaining to a given number (5, 4,
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3, 2 or 1). Partial results are summed and the resulting number is shared by the number
of received responses from respondents (65).
Same method is chosen for the calculation of satisfaction rate (siskut), with the
only one difference, that the number of respondents of the relevant criterion is
multiplied by the satisfaction rate pertaining to a given number (5, 4, 3, 2 or 1).
These partial results are later used in other equations (maximum value (MH),
perceived value (VH) and overall rate of satisfaction (S)).
In Graph 13 is shown the overall satisfaction rate with provided services by
railway undertakings.
Graph 13 Overall satisfacion rate with provided services

Source: authors
From Graph 13 it is evident, that the overall satisfaction rate with provided
services by railway undertakings is at the level of 68%. Respondents are the most
satisfied with the criterion K2 - Professionalism (74%), on the other hand, are at least
satisfied with the criterion K11 - Price conditions (60%).

2

Calculation of the overall satisfaction rate in Microsoft Excel

From the results of marketing research follow, that traditional evaluation of
forms is not sufficient for knowledge of all the customer´s needs, it is more
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appropriate to evaluate forms according to Sperling method. In Microsoft Excel is
made complete calculation of the overall satisfaction rate of customers with provided
services according to Sperling method, with all the necessary equations, that are
predefined (Fig. 2).
Fig. 2 Calculation of the overall satisfaction rate in Microsoft Excel

Source: authors
Evaluation of form according to Sperling method in Microsoft Excel will not be
for railway undertaking too time consuming. It is sufficient, if the responsible
employee fills only the total number of customers who responded to the form and
assign to each criterion and to each importance weight a specific number of customers
(according to the answers from the form) and to each criterion and to each satisfaction
rate also a specific number of customers. After entering the above data, Microsoft
Excel will automatically calculate the overall satisfaction rate, which is shown as a
percentage. If the resulting value of overall satisfaction rate is higher, as well as the
rate of customer satisfaction with provided services is higher and conversely, if the
resulting value of overall satisfaction rate is lower, as well as the rate of customer
satisfaction with provided services is lower.
Based on the obtained results should the railway undertaking adopt the corrective
measures, which will lead to increase the quality of provided services, especially in
areas, that do not reach the required level of quality.
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3

Conclusion

Customer satisfaction and securing a permanent position on the transportation
market represents enormous effort for the railway undertaking and continuous
customer orientation. By examining the needs of customers, railway undertaking gains
an overview of positives but also weaknesses. Railway undertaking can implement
steps to improve the quality after receiving information from customers. Based on the
above, it is necessary to implement marketing researches. However, if the undertaking
increases the quality of its own processes, this positive change is reflected in the
quality that value customers. Marketing researches are appropriate to evaluate
according to Sperling method, which is described in the paper, because nowadays a
simple evaluation of forms is not sufficient.
This paper is supported by the following project: University Science Park of the
University of Zilina (ITMS: 26220220184) supported by the Research&Development
Operational Program funded by the European Regional Development Fund.
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Resume
The objective of this paper is to point out need to evaluate the forms for
measuring of customer satisfaction by Sperling method in Microsoft Excel. Nowadays
many undertakings use classic evaluation of simple questionnaires, which is not
sufficient. One of the priority objectives of the undertaking is to determine customer
satisfaction with the provided services. The customer is the epicenter of income and
stand for long-term success of any undertaking. For that reason, every effort should
move closer to the customer.
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STEERING OF TRANSPORT EQUIPMENT
Maria TOMASIKOVA, Michal TROPP, Zbigniew KRZYSIAK, Frantisek
BRUMERCIK
1

Introduction

The steering system is a very important interface between driver and vehicle. The
most conventional steering arrangement is to turn the front wheels using a hand–
operated steering wheel which is positioned in front of the driver, via the steering
column, which may contain universal joints (which may also be part of the collapsible
steering column design), to allow it to deviate somewhat from a straight line. Other
arrangements are sometimes found on different types of vehicles, for example, a tiller
or rear–wheel steering.

2

Steering function

The driver or an automatic mechatronic driving system controls the transport
equipment via the steering wheel and gets a feedback by the steering torque. The
traditional steering system of high speed vehicles is a mechanical system consisting of
the steering wheel, the steering shaft, the steering box and the steering linkage. Usually
the steering torque produced by the driver is amplified by a hydraulic system.
Nowadays, hydraulic power steering are widely use in every vehicle. It contains a
power steering pump that use to pump hydraulic in the steering rack which will make
the turning of vehicle easier. Today, new technology was invented which is electric
power steering that fully controlled by the electronic device.
Modern steering systems use an overriding gear to amplify or change the steering
wheel angle. Recently some companies have started investigations on ‘steer by wire’
techniques. In the future steer-by-wire systems will be used probably. Here an
electronically controlled actuator is used to convert the rotation of the steering wheel
into steer movements of the wheels. Steer-by-wire systems are based on mechanics,
micro-controllers, electro-motors, power electronics and digital sensors. At present
fail-safe systems with a mechanical backup system are under investigation.
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Figure 1 Steering system

The steering system must guarantee easy and safe steering of the vehicle. The
entirety of the mechanical transmission devices must be able to cope with all loads and
stresses occurring in operation.
The basic aim of steering is to ensure that the wheels are pointing in the desired
directions. This is typically achieved by a series of linkages, rods, pivots and gears.
One of the fundamental concepts is that of caster angle – each wheel is steered with a
pivot point ahead of the wheel; this makes the steering tend to be self-centering
towards the direction of travel.
The steering linkages connecting the steering box and the wheels usually
conforms to a variation of Ackermann steering geometry, to account for the fact that in
a turn, the inner wheel is actually travelling a path of smaller radius than the outer
wheel.

3

Ackermann steering geometry

Within the validity limits of the kinematic tire model the necessary steering angle
of the front wheels can be constructed via the given momentary pivot pole M, Fig. 2.
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Figure 2 Ackermann geometry

At slowly moving vehicles the lay out of the steering linkage is usually done
according to the Ackermann geometry. Then, the following relations apply

1)
where s labels the track width and a denotes the wheel base. Eliminating the
curve radius R, we get

2)
The deviations
Ackermann steering angle

of the actual steering angle

from the

, which follows from Eq. (2), are used, especially on

commercial vehicles, to judge the quality of a steering system.
At a rotation around the momentary pole M, the direction of the velocity is fixed
for every point of the vehicle. The angle β between the velocity vector v and the
longitudinal axis of the vehicle is called side slip angle. The side slip angle at point P
is given by
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3)
where x defines the distance of P to the inner rear wheel.

4

Wheel alignments

Wheel alignments ensure that all four wheels are consistent with each other and
are optimized for maximum contact with the surface of the road. The way a wheel is
oriented on your car is broken down to three major components; camber, caster, and
toe.
4.1 Camber
Camber angle is the measure in degrees of the difference between the wheels
vertical alignment perpendicular to the surface. If a wheel is perfectly perpendicular to
the surface, its camber would be 0 degrees. Camber is described as negative when the
top of the tires begin to tilt inward towards the fender wells. Consequently, when the
top of the tires begin to tilt away from the vehicle it is considered positive.
Figure 3 Camber

Negative camber is becoming increasingly more popular because of its visual
appeal. The real advantages to negative camber are seen in the handling
characteristics. An aggressive driver will enjoy the benefits of increased grip during
heavy cornering with negative camber. During straight acceleration however, negative
camber will reduce the contact surface between the tires and road surface.
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4.2 Toe
Toe represents the angle derived from pointing the tires inward or outward from
a top-down view – much like looking down at your toes and angling them inward or
outward.
Correct toe is paramount to even tread wear and extended tire life. If the tires are
pointed inward or outward, they will scrub against the surface of the road and cause
wear along the edges. Sometimes however, tread life can be sacrificed for performance
or stability.
Figure 4 Toe

Positive toe occurs when the front of both tires begins to face each other. Positive
toe permits both wheels to constantly generate force against one another, which
reduces turning ability. However, positive tow creates straighter driving
characteristics. Typically, rear wheel drive vehicles have slightly positive tow in the
rear due to rolling resistance – causing outward drag in the suspension arms. The slight
positive toe straightens out the wheels at speed, effectively evening them out and
preventing excessive tire wear.
Negative toe is often used in front wheel drive vehicles for the opposite reason.
Their suspension arms pull slightly inward, so a slight negative toe will compensate
for the drag and level out the wheels at speed. Negative toe increases a cars cornering
ability. When the vehicle begins to turn inward towards a corner, the inner wheel will
be angled more aggressively. Since its turning radius is smaller than the outer wheel
due to the angle, it will pull the car in that direction.
Negative toe decreases straight line stability as a result. Any slight change in
direction will cause the car to hint towards one direction or the other.
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4.3 Caster
Caster is a bit harder to conceptualize, but it’s defined as the angle created by the
steerings pivot point from the front to back of the vehicle. Caster is positive if the line
is angled forward, and negative if backward.
Figure 5 Caster

Typically, positive caster will make the vehicle more stable at high speeds, and
will increase tire lean when cornering. This can also increase steering effort as well.
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Resume
This article is about steering and wheel alignments. In clear and concise way
describes principle of steering system, its function, properties and basic parts. The
important chapter of article is about Ackermann geometry- explanation of the principle
of geometry and formulas. And at least it mentioned wheel alignments.
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SUSPENSION OF TRANSPORT EQUIPMENT
Maria TOMASIKOVA, Michal TROPP, Zbigniew KRZYSIAK, Frantisek
BRUMERCIK
1

Introduction

Most of the transport equipment needs a mechanical or mechatronic system shock absorbers, to reduce the effect of traveling over rough ground, leading to
improved ride quality and vehicle handling. While shock absorbers serve the purpose
of limiting excessive suspension movement, their intended sole purpose is to damp
spring oscillations. Shock absorbers use valving of oil and gasses to absorb excess
energy from the springs. Spring rates are chosen by the manufacturer based on the
weight of the vehicle, loaded and unloaded. Along with hysteresis in the tire itself,
they damp the energy stored in the motion of the unspring weight up and down.
Effective wheel bounce damping may require tuning shocks to an optimal resistance.

2

Damping types

Spring-based shock absorbers commonly use coil springs or leaf springs, though
torsion bars are used in torsional shocks as well. Ideal springs alone, however, are not
shock absorbers, as springs only store and do not dissipate or absorb energy. Vehicles
typically employ both hydraulic shock absorbers and springs or torsion bars. In this
combination, "shock absorber" refers specifically to the hydraulic piston that absorbs
and dissipates vibration.
Because surface unevenness the wheels have to do movement- up and down.
Under fast ride this movements are undertaken in very short time interval and then
acceleration and deceleration are formed in vertical direction by the direction of
runway, which ones are multiple of Earth's gravitational acceleration. Impact forces
influence on vehicle, which increase with the mass in movement. Suspension with
damping is tasked absorbs impacts from traffic and convert them to vibration.
Damping is the control of motion or oscillation, as seen with the use of hydraulic
gates and valves in a vehicle's shock absorber. This may also vary, intentionally or
unintentionally. Like spring rate, the optimal damping for comfort may be less than for
control.
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Damping controls the travel speed and resistance of the vehicle's suspension. An
undamped car will oscillate up and down. With proper damping levels, the car will
settle back to a normal state in a minimal amount of time. Most damping in modern
vehicles can be controlled by increasing or decreasing the resistance to fluid flow in
the shock absorber.

3

Springs

Springs support the weight of the vehicle. In vehicle suspensions coil springs, air
springs, torsion bars, and leaf springs are used, Fig. 1

Figure 6 Vehicle suspension springs

Coil springs, torsion bars, and leaf springs absorb additional load by
compressing.Thus, the ride height depends on the loading condition. Air springs are
rubber cylinders filled with compressed air. They are becoming more popular on
passenger cars, light trucks, and heavy trucks because here the correct vehicle ride
height can be maintained regardless of the loading condition by adjusting the air
pressure.
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.Figure 7 Linear coil spring and general spring characteristics

A linear coil spring may be characterized by its free length LF and the spring stiffness c,
Fig.2. The force acting on the spring is then given by
(1)

where L denotes the actual length of the spring. Mounted in a vehicle suspension
the spring has to support the corresponding chassis weight. Hence, the spring will be

compressed to the configuration length

. Now, (1) can be written as
(2)

where Fs0 is the spring preload and u describes the spring displacement measured
from the spring’s configuration length.
In general the spring force FS can be defined by a nonlinear function of the spring
displacement u
(3)

Now, arbitrary spring characteristics can be approximated by elementary
functions, like polynomials, or by tables which are then inter- and extrapolated by
linear functions or cubic splines.
The complex behavior of leaf springs and air springs can only be approximated
by simple nonlinear spring characteristics,
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4

Dampers

Dampers are basically oil pumps, Fig. 3. As the suspension travels up and down,
the hydraulic fluid is forced by a piston through tiny holes, called orifices. This slows
down the suspension motion.
Today twin-tube and mono-tube dampers are used in vehicle suspension systems.
Dynamic damper model, ompute the damper force via the fluid pressure applied to
each side of the piston. The change in fluid pressures in the compression and rebound
chambers are calculated by applying the conservation of mass.
In standard vehicle dynamics applications simple characteristics
(4)

are used to describe the damper force FD as a function of the damper velocity v
Figure 8 Principlne of a mono-tube damper

5

Types of shock absorbers

There are many types of commercial transport equipment shock absorbers. The
most used shock absorber systems are described below.
5.1 Twin Tube Gas
This type of shock absorber has two tubes. An outer reservoir tube and inner
pressure tube. The piston moves up and down inside the pressure tube and oil is forced
through the compression valve or the rebound valve. As the oil displaces, an inert gas
such as nitrogen at relatively low pressure (around 5 atmospheres) is maintained on the
oil in the reservoir tube.
The reason why an inert gas at pressure is used is to reduce the chances of
aeration. This type of shock absorber eventually will fade if used hard and simply
requires time to cool for full damping to return.
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5.2 Foam cell
Again a twin tube but an interesting design where instead of allowing any gas to
come in contact with the hydraulic oil, nitrogen impregnated foam cells are used.
These shock absorbers virtually eliminate aeration and will generally hang on a
bit longer than the twin tube gas shock absorbers before fading. Unfortunately if this
type of shock absorber is overheated, it will not regain its damping qualities when
cooled.

Figure 9 Twin Tube Gas and Foam cell

5.3 Mono tube
As the name implies, this type of shock absorber uses only one tube and the
piston valving controls both rebound and compression damping. A floating piston
separates the nitrogen gas from the oil and the gas is at a high pressure generally above
20 atmospheres.
This type of shock absorber is more prone to stone damage than the twin tube
types. Once the tube is hit, the rod piston and/or floating piston will no longer seal
-52II/2015

properly against the cylinder wall. With the gas at the bottom of the shock absorber,
it's difficult to design one with as much travel as the twin tube designs above.
As such it's a popular shock absorber on road cars and as it heats up, the gas
pressure increases and exerts more force on the oil. The end result is that the damping
rates increase with heat.
5.4 Twin tube hydraulic
This type of shock absorber is similar to the twin tube gas type except instead of
using an inert gas at pressure, it simply uses air at atmospheric pressure. Generally, it's
prone to aeration and will fade quickly. Allowing the shock absorber to cool will see a
return of its damping qualities.

Figure 10 Mono Tube and Twin tube hydraulic
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Resume
These article is about damping. It is resume of basic information about springs
and dampers, shock absorbers. Article includes information about the function and
importance of the spring and damping mathematical relations for calculation of forces
in the spring and a brief overview of the different types of vibration dampers.
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The suspension system affects both the driver's control of the car and the comfort of
the occupants. The springs allow the wheels to move up to absorb bumps in the road
and reduce jolting, while the dampers prevent bouncing up and down. Various
mechanical links keep the wheels in line.
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Suspension, damper, spring
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THE APPLICATION OF SELECTED LOGISTICS
TECHNOLOGIES IN CONSTRUCTION COMPANIES
Bibiána BUKOVÁ, Pavol KONDEK, Eva BRUMERČÍKOVÁ
1

Abstract

The article discusses the possibility of the application of new technologies in the
construction industry. When applying new logistics technologies in the construction
industry it is necessary that the specifications of this sector of the national economy
are being taken into account as they are different from other sectors, especially the
custom-oriented production for pre-existing clients; therefore it is not possible to
produce to stock. A building is immobile, usually carried out directly on the site of the
customer, i.e. that the distribution is not possible as in the case of a product or goods.
Similarly, the building production is individual and each has a unique character,
making a mass production impossible and hampering the implementation of all
logistics technologies. Due to the technological sequence influenced by weather
conditions, parallel operations are not possible during the construction process, except
for certain groups of activities. It is not possible to transfer proven and successful
logistics technologies to another building, as each one is unique. Based on the analysis
and observation of the construction process and the usage of the logistics chain,
authors revealed the findings of its poor management. The results show a relatively
small proportion of the duration: the realization of the main construction operations
represented only 30% of the total duration of the construction work. The analysis
shows the extent of unproductive time used. This paper presents a case study of the
construction of a reinforced concrete skeleton. When dealing with the case study
authors cooperated with a construction company manager, who they consulted the
technology of the construction of the reinforced concrete skeleton with. The authors
analyzed the different stages of the construction of the reinforced concrete skeleton
with the respective activities that are divided into acquisition, production and
distribution logistics. The "weak points" in the construction of the reinforced concrete
skeleton in the individual stages are being identified and applied logistics technologies
for the company logistics of the construction companies are subsequently being
recommended.

2

Introduction

Logistics in the construction industry represents a modern economic approach, a
managerial and motivational concept which in terms of an integrated logistics chain
creates a value added. In combination with the management, organization and
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realization it leads to the precise allocation of the responsibility for all streams in the
construction production. Rational solutions of technical and organizational problems
of material and information streams release resources for the increase of productivity
of work, shortening of the construction time, reduction of own costs and overall
increase of the efficiency of the construction production.
The application of logistics in the construction industry is still in the process of
development. During the realization of a construction project the specifications are
being created and defined and methods and tools of the logistics system are being
developed.
Many contractors and subcontractors in differentiated fields and professions
cooperate on the realization of the construction project, whereby their activities are
linked to each other not only in time but they need to be synchronized technologically
as well. The greater the number of contractors, the worse the mutual cooperation and
communication which leads to downtime and higher costs. At the same time a large
number of suppliers of materials and products for installation are on the construction
site. It is necessary to constantly move them around the construction site, whereby
some of them are considerably large and it is necessary to use special construction
machines and equipment, establish storage areas and maintain site communication.
These logistics chains are performed mostly outdoors in various weather conditions.
All this leads to higher labor intensity, potential loss, damage and theft, and it has the
effect of higher operating costs.
From interviews with managers of construction companies it can be stated that
the project manager of the construction site (the main site manager) is responsible for
the management of the logistics chains, processes and sub-processes at the site but in
case of some bulk orders there can also be coordinators of construction work and
coordinators of special work. It is important to note that each contractor manages his
own processes at the construction site, but in close collaboration with the project
manager of the construction site. Therefore, it is possible to ensure effective
coordination and smooth tangible and intangible streams. The coordinator of
construction work is responsible for ensuring the coordination, optimization of
material and information stream and the functions of individual logistics chain
processes at the construction site. His role is also to solve the problems and
ambiguities that arise between different contractors and subcontractors because of their
different tasks. From this position it is required to propose operational logistics
decisions and these can only be based on a thorough knowledge of the construction
processes and conditions at the construction site. [1]
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The logistics concept serves to ensure a sophisticated logistics chain, which in
practice may be at least partially replaced by the pre-production preparation of the
construction. The logistics concept is individual depending on the specifics of
individual constructions and the real possibilities of the management of tangible and
intangible streams of the construction production with respect to the particular
conditions of the construction site. Its task is to determine the size and the necessary
equipment of the construction site, determine the storage, acquisition, storage and
handling of materials. It further determines an optimal sequence of technological
processes and thus the launch and realization of subcontractors, the need for technical
resources, waste disposal, rational number of employees of the main contractor of the
construction and overall management strategy of the construction. Subcontractors are
familiar with the logistics concepts and it should also correspond with their needs.
Participants of the production process should comply and follow it so that it is not a
useless document. Considering the number of activities and processes during the
construction realization, the logistics concept should be rational in relation to the cost
of its elaboration. It should include only the biggest and main processes and solutions
of the major logistics problems in the construction chain. The logistics concept is
mostly used in the realization and management of large construction projects, which
would be very difficult to carry out without it. We should not forget the need of
updating it due to changing conditions of the construction production. [2]

3

Characteristics of logistics chains in a case study

For the analysis of logistics chains in the construction industry a case study was
carried out, namely a construction of reinforced concrete skeleton of a selected
construction site. This is related to the organization and rationalization of the
production process and logistics chain. The production process takes place in
production units, which vary in nature. It is not easy to determine what and how
affects the production management system, therefore it is necessary to look at the
production process globally. Based on the analysis it is possible to evaluate and also
propose and determine solutions for the comprehensive and efficient management of
the entire production program.
The price of the skeleton is 5.7 million. EUR. The future building has an entrance
admission room, ambulatory and bed part, rooms for employees, bathroom and toilet
facilities, storage and communication areas. There will be two lifts in the building, one
personal and one bed lift. The construction also includes a parking area for
ambulances, vehicles of employees and the realization of pavements for pedestrians.
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Access to the construction site - the infrastructure is limited due to the fact that the
planned construction is part of complex premises. It is necessary to bear in mind the
smooth passage of all motor vehicles.
The load bearing structure of the building shall consist of a reinforced concrete
monolithic skeleton and reinforced concrete monolithic walls in combination with
brick walls. The building will be based on the footings, interior walls will be mounted
and the ceiling construction will be made of reinforced concrete. The foundation
construction will be made of reinforced monolithic concrete B30 and on the base
concrete B20 which will be reinforced by mesh and dilated in the fields of 6x6 m. The
fillings will consist of sorted gravel. There will be concrete drilled piles into the depth
of ballast - 4 m. under the reinforced concrete footings. Vertical and horizontal
supporting constructions will be made of a monolithic reinforced concrete skeleton,
including walls and staircase trades. External walls are monolithic and of ceramic
faced blocks. The surface of the reinforced concrete construction will be leveled out
and primed under the final coating. The considered concept of the transport of material
is using a tower crane with an operator and a laborer, the estimated time of use or
rather the need based on the time schedule is 3 months.
To determine the entire logistics chain optimization it is necessary that the
investor defines the basic entry requirements and conditions.

4

Procurement logistics in the case study

The selection of suppliers of material components, in this case the concrete
mixture, formwork and concrete reinforcement material proceeds in a standard way
and in accordance with corporate standards. The authorized employee of the sales
department based on the knowledge of the market addresses different potential
suppliers in a written form and determines the required input parameters, based on the
requirements of the investor of the building. He defines deadlines for the submission
of price and technical bids. After receiving the bids, checking their completeness and
comparing them, he determines individual criteria, in this case the price and quality
standard, payment terms, due date of invoices, the amount and deadline of the lien,
warranty period, reference material, certification of products, meeting deadlines, need
of storage of material and last but not least the former collaboration with the
contractor/ subcontractor from other, previously realized construction work.
The selection of the contractor/subcontractor is performed based on the
evaluation table of price bids and the decision is made by the selection committee. The
composition of the selection committee members is based on the size of the financial
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volume, whereby if the volume is more than 10 000 EUR the decision is made by the
company management. After the process of tendering (selection of the subcontractor)
is finished, the final meeting will take place, during which all the terms and content of
the bid as well as the date of the realization are confirmed and the works contract is
signed. In this part of the logistics chain the company optimized the entire
procurement process with starting this system of the selection of the subcontractor in
parallel with its participation in the commercial preparation of the bid for the public or
private sector. Therefore, the main subcontractors are already familiar with the details
of the given tender, they actively seek efficient and technological solutions themselves
and point out the project errors. Thus, the company maintains a group of contractors
and subcontractors which it is trying to succeed with on the construction market. This
group is growing or reducing also depending on the assessment of the contractor
which is done after the completion of the contracted part of the contractor. The
company has a database of business partners with all the positive and negative facts
which is helpful for the procurement process.
The company applied a similar system of selection of the supply or rather within
the optimization of logistics chains as rental of formwork also in case of the formwork
material. The XZ a.s. company succeeded whereby its asset was not only the lease
price, which was more or less identical with those of other companies, but the
possibility of long-term cooperation and the provided services. The business
relationship guarantees the required necessary amount and type of formwork in due
time with the transport, regular staff training in the assembly and disassembly.
The optimizing of the acquisition process was reached by the introduction of the
online tendering (electronic auctions), which is an effective way to achieve the desired
price of suppliers, while it is saving time, although its input costs are high. By
introducing this method of procurement, the company can achieve greater
transparency, promote competition among suppliers, speeds up and simplifies the
evaluation of price bids, minimizes human error factor and automatically archives the
results of the procurement.
The cooperation of the company and contractors and subcontractors can be
evaluated very positively too. The whole optimized procurement process starts in
parallel with their participation on the preparation of bids. Therefore, the main
subcontractors know the given tender and take the initiative to look for optimal
solutions themselves.
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5

Production logistics in the case study

When all the basic terms of inputs are contracted, the so-called pre-production
preparation of the construction is elaborated and as minutes given to the construction
project manager. The company tries to optimize this step so that the project manager
of the construction participates in the procurement process - the selection of
contractors. Thus, he is well informed in advance and considering the needs of the
construction he has the opportunity to intervene and influence the requirements
towards the subcontractors. In this way the company ensures that the deadlines of the
supply of material are met (JIT system). When the project manager receives the
contract, he operatively settles the strict deadlines of the supplies or rather the start of
work. He understands the items and unit prices quite well and is obliged to comply
with the terms of the contract objectively.
After concluding the works contract the process of the construction itself takes
place. The legislation includes the realization project documentation, consent of the
affected state authorities and the handover and acceptance document of the handover
of the construction site. After building the construction equipment including the
construction site containers, the water and electrical connection including
telecommunication networks the treatment of the access communication roads and
landfills takes place. The construction itself begins by defining geodetic points in
accordance with the project documentation.
The realization process of the construction includes inspection days, production
meetings and sessions led by the project manager who deals with everyday processes
of the construction such as inspection of the working and technological processes,
schedules, meeting the schedule and critical deadlines.
The project manager is responsible for the quality of completed works,
complying with the project and the technological discipline. He manages the works
performed by own workforce, as well as the works performed by the subcontractors.
The foreman is directly responsible for the inspection and registration of construction
employees, performed works, supply of material in accordance with the letters of
supply, compliance of all participants of the construction process with health and
safety regulations (Kaizen system).
The technological process and the resulting logistics chains for the realization of
the reinforced concrete skeleton in brief:
Earthworks and the excavation of the construction pit are performed in
accordance with the project documentation. The excavated soil is carted away to a
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predetermined off-site landfill, whereby it is important to strictly comply with the
logistics of the supply and removal using heavy-goods road vehicles, mainly because
the building is located within the premises. This means an exact timing of loading
without unnecessary downtime, as well as a fully optimal use of the capacity of
vehicles so that the time required for carrying out such works is as short and effective
as possible.
Then, the preparation of the concreting is performed, which means compacting
the foundation trenches, ironworks and formwork. Although these works are smallscale, the site management requests the supply of reinforcing steel for the entire
basement, mainly due to the efficient use of the capacity of the vehicle and thus
optimize the given transport performance. There is a landfill, which is nearby the
tower crane construction and the use of this material is highly flexible without
downtime during the whole technological process.
The same procedure is applied to the formwork material which is supplied to the
construction site, so that the different formwork constructions were completed in
advance and then moved by the crane directly for use. The state of today's auxiliary
building materials and its variability is so sophisticated that one element can be used
for the formwork of different constructions.
Concrete works were planned by the site management so that the maximum of
concrete constructions were concreted in accordance with the project documentation in
time. It is taken into account by the necessity of the installation of the concrete mixture
in m3 depending on the possibilities of vehicles of the supplier of concrete who has
several options concerning the supply order. For example, in case of a daily concreting
of 40 m3 of construction, he requires using a vehicle with a maximum possible loading
capacity for one transport, which is 8 m3. That means we need 5 "rounds", while using
a vehicle with a lower loading capacity would mean an adequate increase of the
number of rounds. The variability of the possibility of transport vehicles was also one
of the criteria for the choice of the contractor and it ultimately allows the optimal
planning and performance of each concreting of the construction until its completion.
Another important factor in optimizing the logistics chain is to shorten the construction
duration, which is possible only by using the latest technology, preparation of individual steps
in detail, elimination of downtime and using all available options during the realization
works. Some limitations are possible, such as territorial and spatial impact, technological
process etc. For this very reason, well planned logistics is an important factor, which reduces
their impact and risk of not meeting the construction deadline.
I consider the possibility of using the above mentioned method CPM, which clearly
identifies critical activities of the whole project a big advantage. These activities must be
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performed very precisely, according to the schedule and time continuity. The role of the
project manager is to ensure the compliance of activities "on the critical path" in order not to
delay the whole project.

6

Distribution logistics and reverse logistics in the case study

In fact, there is no distribution logistics in the construction industry. Its aim is to
distribute the goods or a product to the consumer. In our case, the end consumer is the
investor of the building, who according to the handover and acceptance protocol
accepts the construction either in parts or as a whole. The logistics process proceeds as
follows: Before the completion of the construction, the project manager informs the
investor in a written form about the date of the completion of the building and asks
him to set the date of acceptance, which is stated in the works contract. The project
manager during the entire realization process gradually collects documents necessary
for the successful handover of the construction. Mistakes and unfinished work which
the contractor must eliminate until a set deadline are stated in the protocol annex. It
includes the whole process of the acceptance of the building and possibly the final
inspection, as well as various treatments and new requirements of the investor.
In case only the realization of the reinforced concrete skeleton is being
performed for the investor, the reverse logistics represents the dissolution and transport
of the construction site equipment, transport and disposal (or recovery of waste in
another realization process of a construction, or at another construction site) not only
at the end of the construction, but continuously throughout the whole construction
process. If the following work is also being realized for the investor then the reverse
logistics will take place after the finished construction is handed over to the investor.
The reverse logistics also includes complaint procedures of used supplied
materials especially in case of the non-compliance of the by tests confirmed quality of
the supplied concrete mixture or poor quality of the formwork material. The costs
associated with it are borne by the contractor, however the client loses time which
ultimately may negate his efforts for a maximum optimization of the entire logistics
chain of the realized construction.
The sector of distribution logistics in the construction industry specializes in the
supply chains when realizing the construction production on multiple concurrent
construction sites using one means of transport. Our study is dealing with a single
construction site and therefore we do not discuss distribution logistics in the study.
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In the case of reverse logistics it is possible to consider a time optimization of
waste removal from the construction site just because the site is situated in a built-up
area with a high frequency of other vehicles and pedestrians.

7

Conclusion

Rational solutions of technical and organizational problems, material and
information streams releases resources for the increase of labor productivity,
shortening of the construction time, reduction of own costs and the overall increase of
the efficiency of the construction production. Construction companies are aware of the
rationalization potential of logistics. Its use, however, is slowed down by the lack of
theoretical knowledge in the specific conditions of the construction production which
do not allow the transfer of complete solutions from other logistically advanced
sectors. An analysis of the current situation shows that for the construction company
the ensuring of the coordination and rationalization of the logistics processes of the
construction production is in its own interest in order to increase its competitiveness
and meeting the increasing demands of investors. At the same time it is possible to
eliminate conflict situations on the construction site and to improve the cooperation
between the entities of the construction process. [3 - 5]
"This paper was supported by the VEGA Agency, Grant No. 1/0701/14 “The impact of the
railway freight transport market liberalization on the social transport costs"
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DEVELOPMENT OF LOGISTICS AREAS IN THE
YEARS 2006 - 2014
Juraj KOPČÁNI
1

Introduction

The Czech Republic's accession to the European Union on May 1, 2004
significantly affected a number of economic activities, including the transport sector.
The Czech Republic, thanks to its geographical position, temporarily inexpensive
(compared to many other European Union countries) and a relatively high-tech
workforce, has a chance to become a logistical crossroads of Central and Eastern
Europe. In addition, the spatial distribution of the Czech Republic industry oriented
along the main roads is logistically advantageous. Other factors that positively affect
the influx of investors in comparison with Western Europe are considerably lower
costs of educated workforce, and finally, the government investment incentives. One
of the key factors playing an important role in deciding of logistics companies on the
location of logistics infrastructure is the quality and interconnection of transport
networks. [19]
It can therefore be generally said [20] that after the opening of borders the export
of goods has increased what is closely related to the increased demand for logistics
services, since most businesses are trying to minimize the costs of distribution
processes. At the same time, however, competition in logistics services has increased,
and consequently the pressure on the quality of services has grown, too.
Czech Republic was also hit by the globalization of the world economy, which
resulted in by raising the growth rate of the transit and international transport.
Therefore, it is necessary to consider the involvement of future transport chains into
logistic chains to secure the optimal way of physical distribution of goods from the
producer to the final consumer, in terms of territorial location of production and
consumption. Logistics transportation maximizes the efficiency of circulation
processes and is influenced by capacity of transport routes and transport hubs; capacity
of vehicles; compliance of infrastructure capacity, traffic junctions and optimum
technologies of the transport process. [19]
An industrial park (also known as an industrial zone) is a promising area that is
ready to launch an investment project [19]. The industrial zone is an integrated
continuous territory obligatorily defined in the zoning plan of the large territorial unit
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or approved development plan of the municipality, as an area largely built up by
objects for industrial production, trade and services. [12]
Strategic projects in the field of industrial property are the so-called strategic
industrial zones [2]. These are zones with an area of at least 200 ha, or an area of at
least 100 ha, when the zone is implemented in developed but unused areas
(brownfields). Furthermore, there are also areas in preparation for a major or serious
investor who undertakes to provide a significant amount of investment and thereby to
create a certain number of jobs.
At present, most of the logistics infrastructure is located near Prague, Brno,
Ostrava and Plzen [20]. The remaining part of the country is covered very unevenly,
resulting in increasing road transport capacity. These logistic parks are particularly
connected to road network. Linking with other means of transport, especially rail,
there practically does not exist.
Deployment of logistics parks in the Czech Republic in 2007 is illustrated in
more detail in the following figure (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1. The most significant contemporary logistic centres in the Czech Republic

Source : [19]
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2

Time evolution of industrial areas in the Czech Republic

2.1 Pre-crisis development of the industrial areas construction in the Czech
Republic
Industrial areas in 2006-2007

The Czech Republic's accession to the European Union on May 1, 2004
significantly affected a number of economic activities, including the transport sector.
The Czech Republic, thanks to its geographical position, temporarily inexpensive
(compared to many other European Union countries) and a relatively high-tech
workforce, has a chance to become a logistical crossroads of Central and Eastern
Europe. In addition, the spatial distribution of the Czech Republic industry oriented
along the main roads is logistically advantageous. Other factors that positively affect
the influx of investors in comparison with Western Europe are considerably lower
costs of educated workforce, and finally, the government investment incentives. One
of the key factors playing an important role in deciding of logistics companies on the
location of logistics infrastructure is the quality and interconnection of transport
networks. [19]
It can therefore be generally said [20] that after the opening of borders the export
of goods has increased what is closely related to the increased demand for logistics
services, since most businesses are trying to minimize the costs of distribution
processes. At the same time, however, competition in logistics services has increased,
and consequently the pressure on the quality of services has grown, too.
Czech Republic was also hit by the globalization of the world economy, which
resulted in by raising the growth rate of the transit and international transport.
Therefore, it is necessary to consider the involvement of future transport chains into
logistic chains to secure the optimal way of physical distribution of goods from the
producer to the final consumer, in terms of territorial location of production and
consumption. Logistics transportation maximizes the efficiency of circulation
processes and is influenced by capacity of transport routes and transport hubs; capacity
of vehicles; compliance of infrastructure capacity, traffic junctions and optimum
technologies of the transport process. [19]
An industrial park (also known as an industrial zone) is a promising area that is
ready to launch an investment project [19]. The industrial zone is an integrated
continuous territory obligatorily defined in the zoning plan of the large territorial unit
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or approved development plan of the municipality, as an area largely built up by
objects for industrial production, trade and services. [12]
Strategic projects in the field of industrial property are the so-called strategic
industrial zones [2]. These are zones with an area of at least 200 ha, or an area of at
least 100 ha, when the zone is implemented in developed but unused areas
(brownfields). Furthermore, there are also areas in preparation for a major or serious
investor who undertakes to provide a significant amount of investment and thereby to
create a certain number of jobs.
At present, most of the logistics infrastructure is located near Prague, Brno,
Ostrava and Plzen [20]. The remaining part of the country is covered very unevenly,
resulting in increasing road transport capacity. These logistic parks are particularly
connected to road network. Linking with other means of transport, especially rail,
there practically does not exist.
Deployment of logistics parks in the Czech Republic in 2007 is illustrated in
more detail in the following figure (Fig. 1).
Market in 2006 underwent considerable changes [21]. During the two years (i.e.
2005-2006), the extent of site development increased more than threefold, and massive
construction of speculative industrial and logistic capacities was planned. The usable
area of warehouses, most of which are located in logistics parks, in October 2006
reached 2.161.310 m2 .[21]
The year 2007 was marked by the historically highest construction activities. In
the four most significant locations, nearly 750.000 m2 of new areas were completed.
New contracts included the rental of premises with a total area of almost 730.000 m2.
Compared to 2006, the amount of the rented space increased by almost 670.000 m2. At
the end of the year, the vacancy rate reached 10%, which means in practice that vacant
area was almost 200.000 m2. [17]
Monthly rent for warehouse space in 2007 in Prague by category A, with an area
greater than 2500 m2 is 4.5 - 4.8 EUR/m2, with 500 - 2000 m2 is 5.5 - 6.0 EUR/m2,
outside Prague for Category A for larger areas is 4.0 - 4.5 EUR/m2 and smaller areas
4.24 - 4.75 EUR/m2. The rent decreases even with massive market growth, which is
influenced by the entry of new developers and large transactions. [21]
It can be said, that the construction boom of logistics capabilities in the Czech
Republic peaked especially in 2006-2007. In 2006, the Czech Republic was the
seventh country in the world that most attracted investors. According to Ernst &
Young's, the attractiveness is based on the quality of the workforce and location in
-69II/2015

Central Europe, which provides excellent access to customers throughout Europe at a
low cost. [21]
The investment incentives of the state were undoubtedly behind the achieved
results. Construction activities were stimulated by moving a number of logistical and
production activities of companies from the automotive and electronics industries, and
by transport of consumer goods from Western Europe to the Czech Republic after its
accession to the European Union.
Market in 2006 underwent considerable changes [21]. During the two years (i.e.
2005-2006), the extent of site development increased more than threefold, and massive
construction of speculative industrial and logistic capacities was planned. The usable
area of warehouses, most of which are located in logistics parks, in October 2006
reached 2.161.310 m2 .[21]
The year 2007 was marked by the historically highest construction activities. In
the four most significant locations, nearly 750.000 m2 of new areas were completed.
New contracts included the rental of premises with a total area of almost 730.000 m2.
Compared to 2006, the amount of the rented space increased by almost 670.000 m2. At
the end of the year, the vacancy rate reached 10%, which means in practice that vacant
area was almost 200.000 m2. [17]
Rents in 2007

Monthly rent for warehouse space in 2007 in Prague by category A, with an area
greater than 2500 m2 is 4.5 - 4.8 EUR/m2, with 500 - 2000 m2 is 5.5 - 6.0 EUR/m2,
outside Prague for Category A for larger areas is 4.0 - 4.5 EUR/m2 and smaller areas
4.24 - 4.75 EUR/m2. The rent decreases even with massive market growth, which is
influenced by the entry of new developers and large transactions. [21]
It can be said, that the construction boom of logistics capabilities in the Czech
Republic peaked especially in 2006-2007. In 2006, the Czech Republic was the
seventh country in the world that most attracted investors. According to Ernst &
Young's, the attractiveness is based on the quality of the workforce and location in
Central Europe, which provides excellent access to customers throughout Europe at a
low cost. [21]
The investment incentives of the state were undoubtedly behind the achieved
results. Construction activities were stimulated by moving a number of logistical and
production activities of companies from the automotive and electronics industries, and
by transport of consumer goods from Western Europe to the Czech Republic after its
accession to the European Union.
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2.2

Decline in the construction of industrial areas caused by the crisis in 20082009

Industrial areas in 2008-2009

Development of logistic chains in the second half of 2008 was even more
promising [15]. The new logistics halls were built, world-renowned companies shifted
or created their logistic centres in the Czech Republic, all sectors went through a
tremendous growth. The total area of industrial real estate in 2008 was approx. 2.7
million m2. [22]
Another source [16] indicates that before the end of 2008, the total area was up
to 2.85 million m2.
But a turning point came in late 2008 in the United States, when the debt crisis
occurred. The world economy slowly started to decline. In the Czech Republic, the
declining economy soon began to impact. In terms of demand for logistics premises
not sooner than in early 2009. In terms of logistics and industrial sites, those under
construction were completed, but the new industrial park were not started to build.
Transport performance declined by more than 25%, the vacancy rate of logistic and
industrial parks increased to nearly to 20%. The companies began to struggle with the
cost, leaning, to make the best they can survive the crisis.
At the beginning of 2009 (03/2009), the total area of industrial property
indicates the size of 3.123.000 m2. [5]
Rents in 2008-2009
In 2008, the monthly rent for Class A of industrial premises in Prague ranges
between 4.30 and 4.60 EUR/m2 per month for area, the size of which is about 2.000 to
3.000 m2. Larger spaces are rented at a price of 3.80 to 4.00 EUR/m2 per month. In the
case of smaller projects or smaller rented areas, however, it is still possible to achieve
rents of about 5.50 EUR/m2 per month. [10]
In 2009 in the Czech Republic, there were five times less warehouses than in
2008. Because of empty halls, developers lost 55 million CZK a month. At the end of
the first quarter of 2009, there were 158.000 square meters of modern warehouses
under construction. In 2008, it was five times more – 775.000 square meters. For the
economy, it reported another indicator of the crisis. It means that new companies did
not come into the Czech Republic in such numbers as before and that existing
companies reduced their operations and postponed investments. “In the past, halls
were constructed mainly speculatively, not for a specific tenant. However, due to the
economic crisis, the speculative construction practically disappeared. Only the
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unfinished projects are being completed,” explained Miroslav Kotek, the consultant in
Jones Lang LaSalle real estate consultancy. [5]
Projects initiated during the boom years of storage facilities were completed in
the first quarter of 2009. Therefore, new areas of warehouses and industrial halls rose
to a record level of 244.000 m2 (in the first quarter of 2008 it was 221,000 m2).
However, the crisis was fully reflected in occupancy. Recently, companies rented
only a third of the new areas, less than 83.000 m2. In 2008, it was doubled.
Because of the predominance of supply over demand, the rent stagnates. The
prime headline rents reached 5.0 EUR/m2 per month only around Prague (2009 price).
For highways, it was around 4.0 EUR/m2, elsewhere around 2-3 EUR. By limiting new
construction activities in half, the rent will not decline and even the vacancy rate will
not grow. [14], [6]
Industrial areas in 2010-2011

Globalization significantly affected the development of logistics and industrial
areas in the negative sense. Construction of new warehouse areas was nearly stopped
at the beginning of 2010.
In the period of economic recession, the market with industrial real estates
recorded the decline in activity, which is reflected in particular by the suspension of
new projects that were previously carried out mostly on a speculative basis. [11]
Most developers focus only on keeping existing tenants and filling vacant units.
The given values are valid for the area of Prague and its surroundings. [11]
In 2010, tenants occupied over 2.5 million m2 of modern industrial areas. [1]
An important indicator is also the non-vacancy rate of industrial areas. A
decline in interest, but also a high offer of capacities created in the pre-crisis period,
were reflected in the increase of the non-vacancy rate of industrial real estate from 9%
in early 2008 to around 12% at the end of 2010 (if we assume the value of the total
area of industrial property at the end of 2010, i.e. 2.850 mil. m2). During the economic
recession, the increased volume of unused areas created downward pressure on prices
of industrial real estate. With the gradual recovery of the demand, however, this
decline stopped in 2010. [11]
At the end of 2011, the Czech market of modern logistics and industrial real
estates indicates the total area of 3,819 million m2. [3] You can see the re-growth of
the industrial estate market compared to 2010.
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In 2011, the non-vacancy rate dropped to a level of 6.7%, while another author
[9] indicates the non-vacancy at the end of 2010 at 10.4%, which is different from the
above-mentioned 12%. [11]
Rents in 2010-2011

Rents in 2010 reached the following levels: in Prague 3.90–4.75
EUR/m2/month, in Brno and vicinity 4.25–4.75 EUR/m2/month, in the Ostrava
region 3.50–4.10 EUR/m2/month. [11]
The level of monthly rents for the best warehouse and production areas along
with industrial real estates in 2011 was relatively stable. At the end of the first half of
2011, according to data from JLL (Jones Lang LaSalle-international real estate
consulting company), rents ranged between 3.80–4.50 EUR/m2/month. Very similar
rent levels were even in the regions outside Prague. In Brno, Ostrava and Pilsen, the
monthly rents for best premises were 3.50–4.50 EUR/m2/month. [13]
Industrial areas in 2012-2013

In the beginning of 2012, more than 30 logistics centres, which can be used by
customers, are situated in the Czech Republic. They occupy an area from 1.000 m2 up
to 1.000.000 m2. The majority of logistics parks are situated near major transportation
arteries - D1, D5, D8, D11, and near large cities such as Prague, Brno, Pilsen and
Ostrava. The current situation on the market of logistics and warehousing services
pushed the price per square meter to the minimum value, i.e. almost from 2.0
EUR/m2/month.
As previously mentioned, the new logistics facilities are almost not built because
the current needs can be covered by the status quo. It is assumed that probably for a
long time will not come any change. On the horizon of 2012, another debt crisis
occurred, what did not improve the situation in the logistics market.
At the end of 2012, the total area of industrial parks in the Czech Republic
reached a size of approximately 4.11 million m2 (Czech Industrial Property Market).
In the new offer, compared to the previous year, there was a slight decline. In 2012,
there were completed approximately 213.000 m2 of new industrial and logistic
facilities.
At the end of 2012, the non-vacancy rate reached level of 6.9%. As compared to
2011, there was an increase in value.
According to IRF (Industrial Research Forum), [7] in 2013, 4.226 million m2 of
modern warehouse and production space of class A were registered in the Czech
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Republic, of which nearly 1.7 million m2 are located in Prague and its immediate
vicinity. In the first quarter of 2013 it was completed about 47 300 m2. At the end of
the first quarter of 2013, there were 340.200 m2 of vacant warehouse space across the
Czech Republic. According to the IRF, the non-vacancy rate in the first three months
increased to 8.1%.
Rents in 2012-2013

Rents remained practically stable in 2012, ranging from 3.0-4.5 EUR/m2/month.
The highest rents also remained unchanged at the level of 3.60 to 4.50
EUR/m2/month. The highest rents were traditionally achieved in Prague and its
vicinity and in Brno. In 2012, the prime headline rents in Prague were recorded
slightly lower than in Brno. In general, the regional rents vary depending on the
specific location of the premises (Czech Industrial Property Market).
The highest achieved rents for industrial and logistics real estate in 2012-2013
[7] in the Czech Republic vary around 4.25 EUR/m2/month.
2.3

Stabilization of the industrial areas construction

Industrial areas in 2014

At the end of the first quarter of of 2014 [8][18], a total of 4,491,000 m2 of
industrial and warehouse space of the highest category A intended for rent were found
in the Czech Republic. In the first three months of 2014, a total of 41.000 m2 of
modern warehouse and industrial spaces were completed, representing an increase of
26% compared with the previous quarter, and a decrease of 13% compared with the
first quarter of the last year.
Industrial Research Forum at the end of the first quarter recorded a total of
210.000 m2 of warehouse and industrial spaces under construction. Speculative
construction remains very limited, 89% of the space under construction had already
been pre-rented.
Another source [8] indicates that in the middle of 2014, a total of 4.77 million
m of industrial and warehouse spaces were available.
2

Rents in 2014

The prime headline rents of industrial and logistics estate in the Czech Republic
remained stable in the first quarter and circulated around 4.25 EUR/m2/month.
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3. Conclusion
According to the above descriptions of the market in particular years, it can be
seen that the market for industrial real estate went through often a demanding process
of changes. It was especially critical for the years 2008-2012, when rent prices came
down and the market with construction of new industrial parks was subdued to almost
zero. However, the advantage of those changes was also the dampening of speculative
construction projects, when it launched the more efficient construction, i.e. on the
initiation of the construction; the future tenant of the warehouse area was already
known. Subsequently, a slight improvement in the economy and at the same time in
the real estate market - rental of real estate occurred.
As early as in 2010, the drop in vacancy rates and rent stabilization [4] was
assumed. Finally, in 2010, the demand for industrial real estate increased, the vacancy
rate declined. [15]
Currently (2015), the cost of warehouse area ranges between 3.6–3.9
EUR/m2/month. This price may increase slightly, but the price jump would not be
significant, not to deter any further investors from future investments. [23]
In the future, the companies will try to keep expenses to a minimum and will
consider any investment in the development. There will also be efforts to improve
logistics processes in terms of JIT. The aim will be thus to minimize the storage or
eliminate them from the transformation process. However, in many cases it not
possible and it is necessary to dispose of some amount of storage areas. The effort will
certainly be to reduce the total cost of storage. The goal also will include a
construction of warehouse areas for a specific customer under a pre-determined
technical and commercial term.
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Resume
The equally important distribution costs are the costs for storing material and goods,
whether on the side of the manufacturer or the supplier and retailer. Each subject comes from
its possibilities and capabilities for the storage facilities. Different manufacturers and traders
also require different storage conditions (e.g. industrial production food production, etc.). It
all depends on the type and kind of production. However, all types of storage have something
in common. They are the dead costs, and the priority of manufacturer, supplier or vendor is to
make items in stock delayed the shortest possible time and sent as quickly as possible to a
customer. An important decision is the optimal storage area at a reasonable cost.
In the paper, I summarize the overview and the development of storage facilities and
logistics parks in general in the Czech Republic from 2006 onwards 2008-2009, when there
was the financial crisis and the slump in the global economy up to the present (end of 2014).
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Based on the information from the individual periods in the years 2006-2014, when
there was a drop in the world economy, it would be possible to establish the following
hypothesis:
Changes in the world economy directly affect the number of industrial areas under
construction and their price per square meter.
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RISKS ASSESSMENT IN RAILWAY PASSENGER
TRANSPORT IN RELATION TO CUTOMERS
Jana SEKULOVÁ, Eva NEDELIAKOVÁ
1

Introduction

In railway passenger transport is notion of risk in many cases perceived as
accidents with a tragic character. The current time brings the view on risks in railway
passenger transport in the wider sense. In many cases these risks are resulting from the
constantly growing demands of customers. Risks in railway passenger transport cannot
be understood only as accidents, but also as risks which in a competitive environment
represent an imaginary difference when choosing mode of transport or carrier from the
view of passenger.
In this paper we present risks assessment in the railway passenger transport
(RPT), which arise in relation to the customer and partial results of research conducted
at the Department of Railway Transport. The research was focused on the
segmentation of risks in the RPT and understanding of the risks from the perspective
of the passenger.

2

Risks segmentation in railway passenger transport in relation to the
customers

Notion of risk can be defined as the fact that there is a possibility of a security
breach. It is a quantitative and qualitative expression of threat, the degree or level of
the threat. [4]
Risk is a combination of uncertainty and undesirable consequences. If we are
able to quantify uncertainty and undesirable consequence, the risk can be calculated
from the relationship: [1]
Risk = uncertain * undesirable consequence

(1)

Within the railway passenger transport the passenger is exposed to large amounts of
potential risks. Each passenger sees the risk subjectively, what constitutes a risk to one
passenger does not mean that they must present a risk for the second passenger [3, 5]. In RPT
we can divide risks from the view of influence to the customer on two types: risk which arise
during the transportation process and risks which arise at railway station. The Figure 2 shows
the basic division of risk in relation to the customer in RPT.
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Fig. 1 Risks segmentation from the view of passenger

Risk in railway
transport

Risk during
transportation –
on the track

Risk in railway
station

Source: [2, 4]

2.1 Risks during transportation / on the track
Risks which have impact on passengers during transportation we can divide into:
• The risk caused by human factor - intentional or unintentional action of man can be
designated as a factor that raises risk (see Table 1).
• The risk arising from the nature of railway vehicles - this area is primarily follows
mainly from the level of reliability, security, and the modernity and comfortability
of driving (motive power unit) and powered vehicles (see Table 1).
Table 1 Risks segmentation

Source: [2, 4]
• The risk arising from the transport infrastructure - an important factor in the area of
risk of railway tracks is technical and qualitative condition of railway tracks to a
greater extent on regional level. Unsatisfactory technical condition of the railway
tracks resulting from wear material constitutes a risk for the customer, which is
from his view difficult to assess due to the complexity and difficulty of the design
elements of railway tracks.
• The risk of an economic nature - represent risk which came out from business
activity of individual business entities. These risks occur in such an extent as the
State interferes in the transport policy of railway undertakings as are: low frequency
of train connections, insufficient number of train connections.
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2.2 Risks at railway station
The risks faced by passengers in railway stations have a similar distribution as
risks during transportation. Possible risks of acting on the passenger railway station are
divided into:
• The risk caused by human factor - These risks can be divided into those that are
caused by internal human factors (employees) and external human factors. The risks
from the external environment associated with crime, vandalism, unadaptable
citizens or terrorism and its result is an unsettling feeling of safety of passenger
safety and in many cases also the public.
• The risk arising from the condition and equipment of the railway stations - railway
station and its surroundings evokes in the eyes of the traveling public a persistent
problem from the view of arising risks. The most common factors that determine
risks formation can be include the representativeness of stations and the availability
of the platforms. The term unrepresentative railway stations represent: old paint in
the stations, devastated benches, unkempt toilet, or unadaptable citizens who by
their presence plague customers stay at the station and repel potential customers.
• The risk of an economic nature - these risks arise in connection with railway
stations and its environment. Include human factor or technical equipment of
railway stations and others.

3

Evaluation of conducted research

The aim of conducted research was to find out which kinds of risks act on the
passengers in railway transport. The research was carried out in 2015 and was attended
by 400 respondents.
For assess the potential risks in passenger transport was used character multicriteria method, which belongs to the subjective method. This method used the weight
of importance with point scale from 1 to 4. Number 1 means that passenger considered
a potential risk for a fairly important or the most important and number 4 means that
passenger considered the potential risk as unimportant.

3.1 The risk assessment during transportation
In the introductory part of the research respondents were asked the following
questions: „Are the following factors potential risk for you?“. Passengers had to
choose factors that pose potential risks in railway passenger transport for them.
By marking of answer yes or no, passengers expressed their subjective opinion
and marked the factor which acts as a risk for them. The following factors posing a
-81II/2015

potential risk during transportation respondents identified in greater numbers: 93%
delay of trains, lack of awareness 81%, and convenience during traveling 74%. Figure
2 contains complete percentage representation of the potential risks during
transportation.

Fig. 2 Factors which posing a potential risks during transportation

Source: [2, 4]
Then passengers had to express the weight of importance of individual factor,
which marked in the first part as a potential risk. Respondents most often labeled the
weight of importance 1 on the following factors: lack of awareness 64% and 54%
delays of train. The lowest weight of importance the respondents assign to the factors:
terrorism 35 % and extreme weather 14 %. Results are shown in the Figure 3.
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Fig. 3 The percentage expression of assigned weight of importance to the potential risks

Source: [2, 4]

3.2 The risk assessment during transportation
For evaluate the risks at the railway station was posed to passengers the same
question as in the evaluation of risks during transportation: „Are the following factors
potential risk for you?“. The evaluation was carried out similarly as in Chapter 3.1.
The following factors posing a potential risk in railway station respondents
identified in greater numbers: lack of awareness 84%, unrepresentative areas of
railway stations 78 %, lack of underpasses and overpasses 73%. Results are shown in
Figure 4.
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Fig. 4 Factors which posing a potential risks in railway station

Source: [2, 4]

Respondents most often labeled the weight of importance 1 on the following
factors: lack of awareness 65% and unrepresentative areas of railway stations 78 %.
The lowest weight of importance the respondents assign to the factors: terorrism 22 %
and failure of iKVC 16 %. Results are shown in the Figure 5.
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Fig. 5 The percentage expression of assigned weight of importance to the potential risks in
railway station

Source: [2, 4]

3.3 Passenger's experiences with solving of risks
Passengers have different experiences with solving of risks from the side of
carriers or infrastructure manager. These experiences can arise during the
transportation or at the railway station and can represent the potential risks.
53% from the 400 respondents surveyed said that they have a negative
experience with solving of the risks. Figure 6 shows the proportion of positive and
negative experiences with solving of risks.
Fig. 6 Experiences with solving of the risks

Source: [2]
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In the following table 2 are shown specific reasons of positivne or negative experiences.
Table 2 Experiences with solving of risks situations
Positives
Willigness of the staff in coffers during the provision of information about the transportation options
Negatives
Failure to provide information abaout the reasons of the train delay
Inadequate communication of train guide during the questions about train delay
The long wait for replacement locomotive durign technical defect of the locomotive
Confusing information about free transportation
Unwillingness of train quide with assistance to loading stroller
Harassment of inadaptive inhabitants in station areas

Source: [2]

4

Methodic for risks assessment

For monitoring and assessing risks in the railway passenger transport can be used
several methodologies. One of these methods is Method of analysis of the frequency
and importance of a risk.
The method lies in determining the risk value from the questionnaire survey, or
from the expert estimate and subsequent classifying of the risks to the table in
ascending or descending order, depending on the frequency and relevance of risk.
Table 3 shows the frequency of occurrence of specific risks and relevance of risks
(weight) from highest to lowest.
Table 3 Frequency and relevance of risks

Source: [2]

This evaluation can also be displayed according to Figure 7. On the x-axis are
shown risks by relevance and on the y-axis are shown the risks according to frequency
of appearance. In the Figure 1 are for simplification shown only four risks, which are
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marked A to D. According to Figure 1 is possible to proceed in determining the
measures for reduce the risk priority gradually from the risk A- highest priority, to D the lowest priority.

Fig. 7 Graph of frequency and relevance of risk

Source: [4]

Displaying through the picture serves for simple representation and
determination priority of risk. The analysis of frequency and relevance of risk is
mainly focused on sequences of solutions of priority of individual risk.

5

Results and conclusions

In the literature there are various definitions of the term risk. In condition of
railway passenger transport we can speak about so-called transport risk which is
represented as probability of creation technogenic or natural phenomena which are
accompanied by rise, formation and action of risks. Then there occurs to the social,
economic, environmental and other damage, or harm to human health (ie outcomes) in
relation to the implementation of transport.
In the carried out research, we focused on assessment of transport risks from the
passenger view. In the paper were defined two areas of risks: during transportation or
at railway station. Passengers in the both areas marked as the major risk the factor lack of awareness, which mainly related to insufficient system for the transmission of
information (respectively handover only partial information) between the elements of
-87II/2015

the transport chain. Further risks from the perspective of passengers were delay of
trains and unrepresentative appearance of the station building.
For individual risk areas that were defined in this paper, it is necessary to lay
down practical measures that focus on prevention, technical adjustments and
implementation of new technologies to the transport operation. By setting of practical
preventive measures is possible to reduce risks, increase quality of provided services,
ensuring greater safety of railway transport and ultimately reduce the cost of carrying
out corrective measures.
Contribution is processed in terms of solving grant project KEGA 026ŽU-4/2015
“Innovative approaches in system of teaching management in the study program
Railway transport with a focus on application the dynamic quality models in the
railway transport” which is being solved at the Department of Railway Transport,
University of Žilina.
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Resume
This paper deals with defining risks in the railway passenger transport which arise in
relation to the customer. The paper theoretically describes the different risks arise in railway
passenger transport. Theoretical analysis of types of risk is linked to the results of research
that evaluates the customers´ view to the defined risks.
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QUALITATIVE APPROACH TO INCREASING THE
EFFICIENCY OF INTERMODAL TRANSPORT
Eva NEDELIAKOVÁ, Michal PANÁK, Štefan KUDLÁČ

1

Abstract.

Improving the quality and efficiency of services in the context of the operation
of intermodal transport terminals currently plays an important role in promoting
intermodal transport.
This article brings a new perspective on the issue of efficiency of terminals, with
the aim of pointing out the possibility of increasing the performance of the model
example of public intermodal transport terminal Žilina - Teplička nad Váhom. The
paper is aimed at evaluating the technology in the terminal which represents one of
many qualitative approaches through that can be followed terminal´s effectiveness.
One of the qualitative approach to increasing the efficiency of intermodal
transport is assessing relevant technologies operating in the terminals, which is
important for the overall support of the transportation system.

2

Introduction

Intermodal transport is a modern trend that is able to lighten road transport,
support rail freight transport and thus respects the fundamental principles of
sustainable transport. [1] In terms of the geographical location of the Slovak Republic
it has the advantage of intermodal transport flows from the Adriatic ports to Poland
and Baltic ports, or between Western Europe and southern CIS countries, Russia and
China. Logistics of these transports is tied to maritime transport and according to the
forecasts by the International Union of Railways (UIC), this trend will continue. In the
context of intermodal transport is developing automotive segment, while the rise was
recorded in shipments of wood chips, seasonal beet in Innofreight containers,
dangerous goods and transport of liquid substrates in tank containers.
In the intermodal transport terminals in the Slovak Republic it is now often used
time-consuming technology or has drawbacks in terms of inefficient spending of
funds. It is crucial to focus on the issue of improving the quality of service in the
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terminal with the determination of appropriate qualitative approaches. [2] Currently,
underway in Europe, several programs and projects go on that focus on a common
strategy of intermodal transport, where is essential to understand an extensive file of
information on the terminals, their service and their quality parameters. These
programs require a common vision which takes into account the current state, but also
will include innovations in terms of promotion future transport flows by intermodal
transport. [3]
As documented in Figure 1, from statistical data is visible downward trend in
transit and a low share of national transport. A clear increase in intermodal transport
consists of imports and exports.

Fig. 1 Graphical representation of the volume of goods transported in intermodal
transport in the Slovak Republic in the years 2004 - 2014 in gross tonnes, Source: [4]

3

The requirements for intermodal transport terminals

Development of terminals has an immense impact on the overall progress of the
region where it is located. The biggest lack of intermodal transport terminals in
Slovakia is the fact that do not comply with the framework requirements for
intermodal transport terminals associated with their technical equipment according to
the European Agreement on important international intermodal transport and
corresponding structures. These requirements include:
• length of at least one railway track for loading and unloading: 750 m,
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• length of dock: min. 110 m, depth dock for draft: 2.80 m - 3.5 m,
• handling equipment able to handle any normed and introduced intermodal
loading units (ILU),
• load handling equipment such that it can handle any intermodal transport
units - from 40 to 42 tons for cargo equipment (spreader and ties),
• wholly deposit handling facilities,
• the capacity of the terminal is set so that it can be integrated intermodal
transport trains (600 - 750 m) or inland waterway vessel can be processed
in one hour and road trucks for distribution did not wait more than 20
minutes. [5]
• Figure 2 shows the lines and intermodal transport terminals in V4
countries included in AGTC agreement.

Fig. 2 AGTC network of V4 countries with connection on neighbour states, Source: [6]
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4

Technology of the service within public intermodal transport terminal
Žilina - Teplička nad Váhom

In assessing the efficiency of intermodal transport generally comes forward three basic
problems, namely quality, price and coverage, thus the availability of intermodal transport,
which is often slower, less reliable and more expensive than a separate transport by road. If it
is possible only in selected sections as the existence of a limited number of qualitative
compliant terminals, the problems are compounded.

Technology of the service is applicable to various types of train connections and
their assessment was a part of the research conducted at the Department of railway
transport. The technology starts with acts carried out before accepting the consignment
for dispatch. The process itself begins with confirmation of transmitting letter i.e.
supply of empty wagons carrier to the terminal. After the empty wagons port in the
terminal begins with the loading of rail with the help of portal - overhead cranes, and
simultaneously with the loading of wagons is carried out order of the train and routes
in electronic form. This order is always performed for each operating independently.
Upon this order confirms the carriage in a train dispatching system and
subsequently executed CIM (consignment note for railway transport), which serves as
a transport contract between carrier and shipper. CIM confirmed by both parties is then
delivered to the office located in Žilina, as well as for freight repository. After
performing these operations it begins with the realization of the transport vehicles of
the train in the terminal and in parallel there is a typing of consignment note and return
receipt to the information system of the carrier, as well as the arrival of shunting
advances to the terminal. When the transport inspection is to determine whether the
coaches are plastered and wagons intended for shipment abroad have labels "on the
wagon loading capacity abroad". An inseparable part is the visual inspection of
possible damage of containers, store them on thorns cars and also checking of seals,
which govern the terms and conditions for the provision of private siding services.
After implementation of these actions occur to pull wagons to the transport track
where the set secured against movement. The next step of the technology is a technical
control of wagons, which detects whether the wear and condition of the individual
components of cars is responsible for the safety of traffic prescribed requirements and
also whether they are exceeded deadlines for regular periodic repairs and inspections,
as well as the proper securing of cargo and control possible damage of the vehicle or
load on it. Technology continues to transmit the consignment to the item after which
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the full test is carried out in parallel with labeling brakes of the train end label.
Thereafter, the administrative inventory of the train in the information system of the
carrier and the printed documentation accompanying a train driver shall be served,
followed by creating the train journey and the narrative train.
Technology was processed for better illustration in Figure 3 to form a transparent
Gantt chart, which is characterized by simple illustration of the operations
programmed in sequence.

Fig. 3 Technology of service in public intermodal transport terminal Žilina - Teplička
nad Váhom, Source: [7]

On these technology different entities on the part of the carrier and the shipper
work together. Among the most important personnel carrier include transport
warehouseman, shunting squad, composed of leading a shift shifters, control
dispatcher, estimator, driver and rolling stock clerk. Besides these two subjects the
technology involved and the employees of public intermodal transport terminal Žilina
- Teplička nad Váhom, whose job it is loaded wagon using any of the handling
equipment and also the dispatcher, which belongs to the Railways of the Slovak
Republic and its main task is to secure creating of train path and launched train.
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5

Qualitative approaches to increasing the performance efficiency

The technology, characterized in the second paragraph for the assessment of
quality, can be assessed in normal operation or in emergencies when needed operative
intervention. As shown in the following Figure 4, there may be multiple solutions if
necessary, that the conditions for acceptance for shipment, fulfillment operations to
train dispatch or overall performance of the transport conditions.
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Fig. 4 Flowchart with described technology, Source: authors

Qualitative approaches to increasing efficiency are generally related to several
factors:
• Technology and optimization of handling equipment,
• The capacity of the terminals,
• Human resources.
The research resulted relationships of the components making up the positive
synergy effects within the framework of intermodal transport. As shown in Figure 5,
the quality can be evaluated by optimizing the elements regarding the technical,
technological and socio - economic perspective.

Fig. 5 The positive synergy effects resulting from increasing the quality of services in
intermodal transport terminals, Source: authors

Resume
Due to increasing coverage and thus the share of intermodal transport must be
improved its infrastructure. In addition to large-scale investment it is a necessity
increase efficiency of intermodal transport terminals, which can be achieved by
continuous monitoring and eliminating bottlenecks within the technology operation
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carried out in the terminals. The research pointed out various elements which together
greatly affect the operation of this demanding system. Their networking and
monitoring the priority risks is necessary to achieve efficient system operation.
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THE REVERSE LOGISTICS
Iveta KUBASÁKOVÁ – Jaroslava KUBÁŇOVÁ
1

Introduction

The reverse logistics is closely connected with recycling and waste management
of the plant. Its aim is to minimize of waste from production and packaging, which has
significant influence on the environment. For this reason, some countries have
implemented legislation measures according to which the company has to provide at
least partial recycling of its products and packaging. The European Working Group on
Reverse Logistics – REVLOG was established in 1998 within the European Union. It
deals with projects and qualitative methods for supporting of decision-making in the
reverse logistics. This group understands the reverse logistics as an inspection of
backward flows of basic materials in such a way they could be repeatedly used and
separates the term of reverse logistics from the waste management, which deals with
materials that cannot be further used.

2

Reverse logistics and its impact on the environment

Directive of the European Commission from 24th March, 2009 define the
conditions of recycling of plastic packaging and contents of heavy metal
concentrations as follows:
•

plastic crates and plastic pallets, containing excessive amount of heavy metals
are produced or repaired in controlled process of recycling,

•

the sum of concentrations of heavy metals in plastic crates and plastic pallets,

•

may exceed valid marginal value defined in the Article 11, clause 1 of the
directive no. 94/62/EC provided that these crates and pallets are kept in
closed and controlled cycle,

•

the material used for recycling comes only from other plastic crates or plastic
pallets,

•

use of another material is technically limited to the minimum necessary amount
and in no case it can exceed 20% of the weight,

•

plastic crates and plastic pallets, containing excessive amounts of heavy metals
are marked in permanent and clearly visible way,
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•

member states shall ensure that during the lifecycle of respective plastic crates
and plastic pallets, at least 90% of dispatched plastic crates and pallets
containing excessive amount of heavy metals (as specified in the Article
2) shall be returned back to the producer, packaging company or
authorized representative.

Besides this Directive of EC, there are also many other legislative restrictions
and modifications related to waste and packaging, published by European Union, as
well as by individual member states. In Slovak Republic, they are the following:
•

Act no. 223/2001 Coll. on Waste and on amendment and supplementing of
certain acts

•

Decree of the Ministry of Environment of the Slovak Republic no. 238/2001
Coll. on execution of certain provisions of the act on waste

•

Decree of the Ministry of Environment of the Slovak Republic no. 263/2010
Coll. that amends and supplements Decree of the Ministry of Environment
of the Slovak Republic no. 238/2001 Coll. on execution of certain
provisions of the act on wastes

•

Decree of the Ministry of Environment of the Slovak Republic no. 301/2008
that amends and supplements the Decree of the Ministry of Environment of
the Slovak Republic no. 283/2001 Coll. on execution of certain provisions
of the act on waste

•

Decree of the Ministry of Environment of the Slovak Republic no. 284/2001
Coll. setting up a Waste catalogue

•

Act no. 119/2010 Coll. on Packaging and about the changes in the Act no.
223/2001 Coll. on Waste and on modification and amendments of certain
acts as amended

• Government Ordinance no. 220/2005 Coll. establishing obligatory limits on
the extent of recovery of packaging waste and to the extent of their recycling in
relation to the total weight of packaging waste
•

Act no. 119/2010 Coll. on Packaging

•

Decree of the Ministry of Environment of the Slovak Republic no. 732/2002
Coll. on list of backup packaging that are not reusable and on financial
deposit for them and on a financial deposit for backupreusable packaging.

•

Guideline of the Ministry of Environment of the Slovak Republic on fulfilling
some obligations of obliged personsand authorized organizations under Act
no. 529/2002 Coll. on Packaging
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3

•

Directive of European Parliament and Commission no. 94/62/EC about
packaging and packagingwaste, consolidated wording including all
amendments and modifications

•

Directive of European Parliament and Commission no. 2008/98/EC dated on
19th November, 2008 about waste and canceling of certain directives. [1],
[2]

Division of the Reverse Logistics

If we base on institutional point of view, it means on point of view according to
institutions that perform individual steps, the logistics is divided to three levels. They
are macro level, meta level and micro level.
Macro-logistics represents a view from national economic aspect. This system
may be e.g. system of flow of the products or people in the entire economy. The role
falling to this level is e.g. provision of optimal infrastructure for movement of people
and goods. Meta-logistics deals with logistics of the companies cooperating within the
chains that form a value. Micro-logistics refers to logistics activities ongoing in the
one plant.
The main activities of the reverse logistics may be divided into three main groups
according to character of goods:
- collecting of goods, which are subjects of claims from the consumer back to
the supplier,
- waste and material losses connected with production,
- collecting of goods from the store back to the supplier, These are categories
of goods, which warranty period expired, which were damaged during the
transport, or were not sold and the supplier is obliged to take such goods
back.

a.
b.
c.
d.

The reverse logistics system is based on four main processes:
Gatekeeping – it means input logistics, which decides on admittance of the passive
logistics element (product, material) into the system of reverse logistics.
Collection – collecting of products and materials for their further processing.
Sorting and Separation – materials are divided according to the way of their
further processing.
Disposition/Re-processing – products are processed according to character and
reason of their admittance into the back flow; it includes repair, dismantling of
-101II/2015

further used components, recycling and deposition in the dumping site or
combustion.
Further processing and manipulation with the product is determined mainly by its
properties, such as: construction features – simplicity of disassembly, homogeneity of
separate parts of the products, presence of dangerous substances, simplicity of
transport, way of use - intensity and length of use, lifetime of the product – rate of
moral obsolescence and depreciation of the product and its individual parts, repair
ability.
Ways of further processing of returned goods:
a. Recycling – disassembling of the product and reuse of treatable parts.
b. Repair – removal of defects of the product and its putting into working
condition.
c. Re-processing – inspection of separate parts of the product and replacing of
damaged parts by the new ones.
d. Upgrade – more complicated than repair, but the product gains better
quality and value.
e. Direct rescue – direct use without any repairs.
f. Cannibalization – dismantling of the product, functional parts are used for
replacing of the same broken parts of other product.
Fig. 1. Recovery of waste

Source: [5]
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With regard to the environment, the plant with ecological strategy should cope
with two basic directions:
•

Production of ecological products – to develop, design (eco-design) and
produce products that will not increase pollution of the environment not
only during their use, but also after it.

•

Use of ecological production processes – to design and operate such production,
transport, packaging and waste technologies that will not increase pollution
of the environment (cleaner technologies).

During implementation of these requirements, the plants cope with traditional
problems, which have to be solved during development of these products and
designing of production, transport, storage and packaging systems (such as
functionality, low costs, quality, manufacturability, protective properties during
storage and transport, etc.), and the others, such as [3], [4]:
•

How to design the product, so the waste will be minimized, how to optimally
use a recycled source when it enters technical preparation of production, as
well as during production itself, transport, during its use and at the end of
use.

•

How to design the product, so the subsequent recycling will be simplified under
application of the above mentioned approach.
Main principles that have to be used are the following:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

minimizing of consumption of materials (de-materialization of production),
material unification,
demountable connections of the components in order to minimize consumption
of dangerous materials,
easy separation of dangerous parts of the products in order to optimize use of
materials from renewable sources,
optimalization of use of recycled material elements,
maximizing of components lifetime (key components of the product),
reduction of energy severity of production in order to minimize emissions,
minimizing of danger of waste creation,
to gain, evaluate and provide objective indicators about recycled materials in
the form of national database/stock-exchange of recycled materials with a focus
on functional (composition, properties, alternative application areas),
environmental (impacts on environment during their acquiring) and economic
indicators (prices, marketing of recycled materials).
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Above mentioned principles need to be solved by a logistics concept as a part of
supply, production and distribution logistics, particularly its specific part – reverse
logistics (pre-recycling and recycling). This has to be solved throughout the entire
logistics chain simultaneously at all supply levels, in all strategies of the plants in
order to achieve new forms of performing of business and to obtain competitive
advantage of the entire chain organization, and so of each plant.
There are last few questions that need to be discussed:
•

•

•

4

most of the working processes, organization structures and implemented plant
practices come from the past, from the time before starting of use of
information technologies,
managers like to get rid of the responsibility for these areas and they consign
their problems concerning the environment, IS/IT, and thus also
implementation of electronic form of carrying on business, to their creative
employees in design stages and to informatics,
designers and informatics do not know processes in the areas of management
and carrying on business, or they do not understand them, Their knowledge is
limited to description of existing state in the way how it is provided by the
managers. However, in order to achieve success of designed processes, all these
issues have to be resolved. [1], [2]

The ways of returned goods by Operator “Green dot”:

This system enables us to use the GREEN DOT registered trademark on the
packages of all IKEA products. Thanks to the GREEN DOT system our Company has
a guarantee of separate packaging waste collection, recovery and recycling, and last
but not least, of environmental education of the Slovak population and promotion of
separate waste collection in municipalities.
At Nestlé we do all we can to be friendly to the environment. This includes our
responsibility for the packages of our products after their life cycle. In Slovakia, the
authorized organization ENVI-PAK takes care of our packaging waste collection,
recovery and recycling. ENVI-PAK has developed a modern European packaging
waste management scheme that is based on a shared responsibility of subjects involved
in the waste management chain: from packaging producers, retailers, customers,
collection companies to recycling companies.
We realize that the association of obliged persons in an authorized organization
is a guarantee of their compliance with their regulatory duties in relation to packaging,
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thus preventing the introduction of environmental taxes and/or fees. Authorized
organizations at the same time conduct awareness campaigns and play a preventative
role by motivating obliged persons to be socially responsible in doing their business.
From the beginning of its operation Xella Slovensko has declared that its
products are not only state of the art in terms of technology, but at the same time
friendly to the environment. Since June 2007 this effort has been reflected in our
participation in the GREEN DOT system. Xella Slovensko through the authorized
organization ENVI-PAK takes part in a system with precisely defined rules of takeback, recovery and recycling of packaging waste that is fully in line with the European
Directive 94/62/EC concerning packages and packaging waste.
Coca-Cola bottle products in various packages based on our customers’
preferences including glass bottles, aluminium cans, combined and plastic packages.
An important element of environmental protection is the sorting and recycling of these
packages, and therefore packages of all our beverages are recyclable. Packaging waste
makes up approximately 30% of all municipal waste. ENVI-PAK meets and even far
exceeds the packaging waste recycling and recovery limits on our behalf. It would be
virtually impossible to meet the packaging waste recycling and recovery limits without
a thorough waste separation in the municipalities.
Kofola is responsible in relation to its products in all stages of their life cycle,
including disposal of packaging waste from our beverages. That is why we have been
for many years a Client of the authorized organization ENVI-PAK that not only takes
care of our statutory duties under the packaging legislation in a comprehensive
manner, but has effectively developed a separate packaging waste collection system in
Slovakia.
Pepsi fills its beverages in different packages designed to protect the tasty
content and at the same time to be as environmentally friendly as possible. We
combine the reduction and recycling principles to minimize our negative
environmental impacts. We use less material to manufacture the packages, and we take
care that all our packages are fully recyclable. The authorized organization ENVI-PAK
is in charge of the take-back and recycling of our product packages in Slovakia.
Thanks to its international background, stability and professionalism we have a
guarantee to meet our duties in line with the applicable Slovak legislation. Most of our
products end up in the hands of end consumers and packages end up in the waste that
is the responsibility of the municipalities. Since in 2009 municipalities faced problems
in maintaining their separate waste collection schemes, we appreciate that it was
ENVI-PAK who gave them a helping hand by giving municipalities direct payments
for all separately collected packages. Our recognition goes to ENVI-PAK also for
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conducting awareness-raising and education campaigns and for promoting separate
waste collection among the general public.
This is true in relation to the meeting of our statutory recycling and recovery
limits duties that we have always exceeded, which reassures us that METRO has been
meeting its environmental obligations, as well as in relation to the great cooperation in
the field of legislation, legislative amendments, consulting, seminars, etc. Moreover,
ENVI-PAK has been cooperating with municipalities, conducting environmental
protection awareness campaigns, and promotes separate waste collection. We are
happy to take part in these projects through ENVI-PAK. [6]

5

Conclusion

Advantages for the company arising from implementation of the reverse logistics
can be divided in terms of return (economic benefit). It is mainly production return,
where the companies may again use, repair or recover defective or redundant products,
redundant material, etc. Then it is distribution return, if it is e.g. withdrawal of a
product from the market, unsold or products damaged during the transport, in
redistribution of warehouses, the products which can be renovated and in case of
packaging and transport techniques, such as pallets and packaging. Finally, the return
is also important for the customer, as far as it consists in warranties, services
connected with the product and with use of the product until the end of its lifecycle.
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Resume
Although the reverse logistics has its part on costs, it may be difficult to imagine its
impact on profit. It is true that the company more often concentrates on their costs aspect of
claims management than on profit one. To achieve success of the company, it is necessary to
aggressively manage also this profit aspect. In order to understand the way how the reverse
logistics can create a value, it is necessary to understand both components of this process marketing and logistics. Effective processing of claims can improve perception of the product
quality by the customer, to minimize purchase risks and reputation of the whole company.
Such processing can be achieved by reliable information system.
Key words: reverse logistics, legal aspects, division, costs, advantages.
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THE CORRELATION ANALYSIS OF THE PUBLIC
TRANSPORT PASSENGERS AND CAR
MOTORIZATION IN CITY OF MARTIN
Marián GOGOLA – Milan VETERNÍK

1

Introduction

The transport sector makes economic growth, contributes significantly to the
functioning of the Slovak economy and individual regions and creating conditions for
optimal economic and social potential. The transport sector is influenced by a wide
range of external social and economic factors such as demographics, living standards
of the population, urban planning, organization of production, structural changes in
society and accessibility to transport infrastructure. For the analysis of the current
situation based on the statistical dataset we have calculated the correlation between
passengers in PT and motorisation rate in Martin county. The article aimed to
examined if there is any correlation and of yes if has the positive or negative value.

2

Comparison of development of the number of passengers on public
transport in Slovakia and in city of Martin
The Slovak Republic

The following tables show the current decreasing trend of the number of
passengers in public transport as well as public urban transport. This unfavourable
situation is captured in the statistics of the Ministry of Transport, Construction and
Regional Development on the development of transport in the Slovak Republic.
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Tab. 1 Development of the number of passengers in public transport [5]

Tab. 2 Development of the number of passengers in public urban transport [5]

The city of Martin
Public passenger transport in the city of Martin and in the urban agglomeration
Martin is operated by public urban transport, suburban bus and rail passenger
transport. In terms of volume forecasts and modal split of towns and cities plays a key
role public urban transport. The fact that the prognosis of modal split internal
passenger transport are implemented for the territory urban agglomeration Martin,
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slightly increases the importance of suburban bus transport and in the context of
interconnection with the municipality Sučany, Vrútky and Martin. In terms of
transport services in the city occupies a unique position Vrútky, which is an important
railway traffic intersection at the same time is a district town Martin connected by
public urban transport. Municipalities Bystrička, Lipovec and Turčianske Kľačany
also served by public urban transport.[4]
Table 3 shows the development of the number of passengers on public urban
transport in city of Martin with municipalities Bystrička, Lipovec and Turčianske
Kľačany from years 2010 to 2014th and table 4 shows development of the number of
passengers on public urban transport only in city of Martin, also from years 2010 to
2014th. Table 5 shows the development of the number of passengers in suburban bus
transport.
Tab. 3 Development of the number of passengers on public urban transport in
city of Martin with municipalities [7]
Year

Number of passengers [passengers/year]
For the calendar year

Of which in workdays

2010

8 070 984

6 809 966

2011

8 040 020

6 780 864

2012

7 575 850

6 360 839

2013

7 047 750

5 935 692

2014

7 073 243

5 918 398

Tab. 4 Development of the number of passengers on public urban transport only
in city of Martin [7]
Year

Number of passengers [passengers/year]
For the calendar year

Of which in workdays

2010

6 463 969

5 486 884

2011

6 411 110

5 438 599

2012

6 055 593

5 116 389

2013

5 665 267

4 799 845

2014

5 675 788

4 777 875
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Tab. 5 Development of the number of passengers in suburban bus transport [7]
Number of passengers [passengers/year]
Year

For the calendar year

Of which in workdays

Boarding

Output

Total

Boarding

Output

Total

2010

1 084 058

1 062 306

2 146 364

978 790

959 167

1 937 957

2011

1 015 647

990 262

2 005 909

920 482

897 575

1 818 057

2012

964 600

928 829

1 893 429

868 308

836 332

1 704 640

2013

914 413

885 190

1 799 603

823 580

797 124

1 620 704

2014

894 061

866 687

1 760 748

804 761

779 835

1 584 596

Passenger transport volumes realized in the railway station Martin presents the
following table (Table 6). The table and the documents can not be identified mutual
transportation relations, the way people starting and ending between the railway
station Martin, Vrútky and Sučany. Within the urban agglomeration Martin
transportation between these stations theoretically represents the inner rail. In the
current period Martin, Vrútky and Sučany likely high dominance suburban bus
transport and public urban transport. The data represent the source and destination Rail
Passengers Martin. Internal transport passengers within agglomerations was volume
forecasts contemplated without rail transport. The proposed construction of the railway
station in Martin - Košúty, in the context of that existing railway stations
agglomerations but may in the future create conditions for examining the transport
capacity in the IDS (Integrated Transport System) conurbation Martin.
Tab. 6 Development of the number of rail passengers in Martin [7]
Number of passengers [passengers/year]
Year
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For the calendar year

Of which in workdays

Boarding

Output

Total

Boarding

Output

Total

2010

392 184

369 460

761 644

338 104

318 032

656 136

2011

392 808

395 434

788 242

332 540

337 246

669 786

2012

392 847

381 485

774 332

332 800

327 600

660 400

2013

314 132

358 904

673 036

255 320

303 576

558 896

2014

352 300

343 616

695 916

295 100

290 472

585 572

On the other hand we have the data about the registration of car in Martin county.
If we put together the tendency of PT passenger and car registration or motorization
rate, we can see the correlation.
Tab. 7 The comparison of passenger in PT, registered car and motorization
rate in Martin [8,9]
year
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

PT passenger
8 070 984
8 040 020
7 575 850
7 047 750
7 073 243

change PT in %
(decrease)
0,00%
0,38%
6,13%
12,68%
12,36%

registered car
27 429
28 783
30 067
30 980
32 024

car change in %
(increase)
0
4,94%
9,62%
12,95%
16,75%

motorization rate (
cars per 1000 inh.)
281
296
309
319
331

There are many studies which described the factors related to the influence on
public transport usage [1,2,6].
From the table 7 we can see that the decreasing trend of passenger in PT is
related also to the increasing of car usage in Martin. In order to confirm the
correlation, we have calculated the correlation coefficient. In general the correlation
refers to any of a broad class of statistical relationships involving dependence.
Familiar examples of dependent phenomena include the correlation between the
physical statures of parents and their offspring, and the correlation between the
demand for a product and its price. The strength of the linear association between two
variables
is
quantified
by
the
correlation
coefficient.
Given a set of observations (x1, y1), (x2,y2),...(xn,yn), the formula for computing the
correlation coefficient is given by formula (1):

(1)

The correlation coefficient always takes a value between -1 and 1, with 1 or -1
indicating perfect correlation (all points would lie along a straight line in this case). A
positive correlation indicates a positive association between the variables (increasing
values in one variable correspond to increasing values in the other variable), while a
negative correlation indicates a negative association between the variables (increasing
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values is one variable correspond to decreasing values in the other variable). A
correlation value close to 0 indicates no association between the variables. Since the
formula for calculating the correlation coefficient standardizes the variables, changes
in scale or units of measurement will not affect its value. For this reason, the
correlation coefficient is often more useful than a graphical depiction in determining
the strength of the association between two variables.
For this case of comparison the passenger trend in PT and car motorization we
have recieved the correlation coefficient -0,397 which reffers to the strong negative
correlation. For the future is big probability that this trend will continued. For the
future work will be interested to model various transport policy scenarios similar to the
[3].

3

Conclusion

Statistical information about the present development of the volume of
passengers carried by public urban transport and suburban bus transport talking about
a fairly clear trend of decline and stagnation of public transport in recent years.
Combined with the growth trend of motorization is now a state of affairs which is a
linear continuation of the decline of mass passenger transport at the expense of growth
individual automobile transport. In city of Martin is necessary to create conditions for
maintaining a minimum level of existing and the development of public transport and
conditions for the development of walking and cycling. In the forecast, primarily
internal, but also the source/target traffic, it is not possible to continue with the
existing transport development trends. Automobile transport is known for its major
requirements to occupy an area that needs to its operation. The existing road network
of the city, set in a spatial context built-up areas, provides only limited possibilities to
increase their capacity. It is necessary to emphasize that to remedy the current situation
and direct them in the future can’t be solved by increasing the capacity of the
individual automobile transport at the expense of developing other transport. This
procedure is not systemic, and the consequences of not treating the issue itself. The
need to increase the capacity of road communication is justified only in cases of
diversion of transit traffic from the city road system, a more efficient reallocation of
connecting source and destination traffic. Increasing the capacity of roads intended for
internal transport is justified in terms of creating opportunities for the benefit of public
transport and non-motorized transport. In this paper we have examinted the correlation
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between two data sets, first was related to the passengers in PT and the second to the
motorization rate. As the result we have received the confirmation of the negative
correlation.

4
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Resume
To understand to the process of decreasing of passenger in public transport and
increasing of car usage on the other hand was the main goal of simple analysis of
available dataset. We can see that in the future for the city of Martin can be problem
related in the continuously trend of car usage. On the other hand there is a problem of
decreasing in Public transport which can lead to the future mobility problem.
Therefore this article deals with the description of simple correlation with the results
of examining the negative correlation. This confirmed the relationship between public
transport and car usage in solved area.
Key words: public transport, motorization rate, correlation.
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PERCEPTED VALUE OF DATA SHARING IN
CUSTOMER SUPPLIER RELATIONSHIP
Jakub JANČÍK, Petr JIRSÁK
1

Introduction

The necessity of a long term relationship, close cooperation and data sharing
between a focal company and their supply chain partners has long been discussed and
researched [1] [2]. Long term customer - supplier relationship aligned with close
cooperation should lead to improvement in delivery reliability, higher planning
compliance rate and lower total logistic costs. From the recent SCM definition “SCM
encompasses the planning and controlling of all processers involved in procurement,
conversion, transportation and distribution across a supply chain. SCM includes
coordination and collaboration between partners, which can be suppliers,
intermediaries, third party service providers and customers. In essence, SCM
integrates supply and demand management within a between companies in order to
serve the needs of the end-customers.”[3]. Fundamental aspect of SCM is an
establishment of long term relationship ideally the partnership between a customer and
a supplier. Only then, could supply chain members gain synergic effect and compete
by the whole supply chain [4] rather than competing solitary against competitors as
well as against the supply chain members. Such close relationship could be supported
by relationship concept e.g. Collaborative Forecasting and Replenishment (CPFR) or
ECR [5]. It is based on involvement of a supplier into a customer process of planning,
forecasting and replenishment so that material and information flows are optimized
[6]. Thus, it is obvious that measuring of data about supply chain processes across a
supply chain and data sharing are both essential for meeting supply chain goals.
Supply chain requires several unique specifics in the area of performance
measurements in comparison to standard corporate measurements. Supply chain
performance metrics should encompass not only focal company but also its partners
within the supply chain as closer integration enables better performances of a supply
chain [7], [8].
There are numerous of metrics currently measured that could be divided into four
main groups: costs, time, quality and flexibility [9]. However, each group and their
granularity have different significance in a particular industrial sector as each could
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more reflect specific nature of a company sector and a supply chain. Hereinafter, the
most common metrics out of each sector are provided.
• Costs: distribution cost, IT cost, inventory cost, total cost, production cost,
cost of disposal, return on investment, warehousing cost, product lounge
cost, intangible cost (e.g. good will, ethics).
• Time: order processing lead time, production lead time, planning
efficiency, product life cycle, delivery time, average delay.
• Quality: value of product perceived by customer, customer supplier
relationship, delivery incompleteness, production accuracy, invoice
errors..
• Flexibility: product and service portfolio, capacity utilization, production
volume flexibility, company flexibility, work flexibility, modifications
and expansion [9].
However, logistic managers have tendency to use only those metrics that are
focused on the area that is highly urgent at that time and then shift to a different one or
ones [10]. However, metrics and the whole system of logistic performance
measurements have to be aligned with business strategy formulated based on long and
midterm corporate goals [10], thus, when a company strategy is closer cooperation
with their supply chain partners it should also be reflected in logistic performance
measurements.
Therefore authors of this paper have placed the question if companies in the
Czech Republic perceive the value of data sharing with their supply chain partners for
their logistic system competitiveness.

2

Methodology

Presented outcome of this paper is based on findings of preliminary research
conducted by the authors to pre-confirm their conceptual model and its hypotheses
about the value of data sharing in customer supplier relationship. Preliminary research
was based on questionnaire survey that was focused on two main areas: supplier
relationship development and supply chain management performance measurements
regarding data sharing in customer supplier relationship. The research team contacted
800 companies out of the following sector as all of them belong to critical sectors for
the Czech Economy: automotive, retail, food and beverage, electronics, logistic
services, fashion, pharmaceutics, other production (e.g. industrial pump
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manufacturing, manufacturing for energy and utilities, coil spring manufacturing etc.)
and other (composed of toys, paper-making industry and distribution and office
supplies) of which annual turnover exceeded 7.5 mil. EUR. Dominating sectors were
automotive, retail and electronic industry. For more detail structure of sectors see Fig.
1.

3

Results and managerial implication

The structure of respondents corresponds with the initial aim of the authors, thus,
the presented outcome of the preliminary survey are relevant to middle and large
companies. Authors wanted to focus on this group as these companies are present in
complex supply chains comprising of high number of suppliers and subcontractors.
Majority of respondents, 85% confirmed that actively develop their relationship with
suppliers. However, only 10% make a contract on long term bases and more than 35%
make contract with their suppliers for one year. The length of a contract does not
directly disqualify the partnership or close relationship between customer and
suppliers as they can cooperate several decades on continuous prolonging of a year
contracts. The negative aspect lies in uncertainty of a supplier about the contract
continuation over the next period, hence, it limits its initiatives to highly invest into the
relationship e.g. into ICT infrastructure needed for data collection, sharing and
reporting.
The questionnaire survey showed that the main aim for long term customer supplier
relationship is a pressure for continuous quality improvement. All relevant reasons
why respondents focus on development of customer supplier relationship are shown in
Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2 Goals of long term relationships

Source: [own research]
However, the hidden factor causing this orientation is in line with a vision to reduce
costs achieved by reduction of reworks, duplicity in handling or in some cases even
costs of disposals, excessive stocks etc. Therefore, supply chain costs are reduced.
That has been confirmed by results of the questionnaire survey as the significant
correlation between quality and costs has been identified and results are presented in
Fig.3
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Fig.3 Correlation between costs and quality

Source: [own research]

Approximately 14% of the respondents answered that none of the cost or quality issue
is relevant to their company concerning customer supplier relationship. Quality
improvement is the main reason for 10% of the surveyed companies regardless cost
reduction and 7% only focus on cost reduction. Both goals are followed by 69% which
outlines that they are inevitably related, relevant and considered as complements by
companies in pursuing development of customer supplier relationship.
The third significant reason for customer supplier relationship development is
stabilization of material flow of a strategic material. This supports the idea that quality,
cost and stability of the relevant processes are focal areas as variability of e.g.
replenishment process could induce additional costs and endanger performances of
subsequent processes such as customer order fulfilment.
Minority of respondents 14.7% expressed that they don´t initiate establishment and
development of customer supplier relationship and all of them don´t constantly
measure performances of their logistics processes. Customer supplier relationship
development is one of the stimuli why they monitor and assess performances in their
logistic processes. Over 76% of respondents having partnering with their suppliers do
systematically appraise their logistic process performances and 86% out of them use
reporting system for that.
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Nonetheless, just 20% of companies share data with their suppliers and additional 17
% are considering initiating such step. Majority of surveyed companies 54% have no
concern and even will not in close future about data sharing with their suppliers as
they don´t see any value and possible benefits for them. Majority of companies 52%
that don´t share data with their suppliers have proclaim that they have close
relationship with their suppliers and their main incentive is either delivery cost
reduction or delivery quality improvements. Concerning the Tab. 2 in which
relationship between data sharing and goals for cooperation with suppliers are
expresses and above mentioned it is obvious that companies still don´t share data with
supply chain partners as only quarter of companies confirmed that and half of them
refused that.

Tab. 3 Relationship between data sharing and goals for cooperation

Source: [own research]

Preliminary survey has showed that 14% of companies that developed close
relationship with their suppliers intensively use data gained from their suppliers.
Hence, almost 86% of companies cannot use advantage of their close customer
supplier relationship within measuring and appraising of their supply chain
performances as they use only their internal data. Thus, supply chain performance
neglect performances of focal company suppliers.
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Only 42% of companies realize benefits from data sharing with their suppliers
and their possible usage within supply chain performance measurements. Additionally,
one third of companies really takes advantage of that and intensively uses the data.
Almost two third (60%) stated that they are convinced that there are no possible
relevance of suppliers data in apprising supply chain performances thus they don´t see
any sense in monitoring and reporting them. Less than one fifth (18%) are convinced
that customer supplier data sharing leads to more accurate and better visibility in
supply chain performances. However 50% of those that utilise data from their
suppliers have confirmed that it has direct positive impact on performance
measurements and evaluation.
Concerning aforementioned, it is clear that majority of companies focus primarily on
measuring of their internal process performances and supplier’s data is neglected.
Nonetheless, the inclination to suppliers’ involvement and ideally commitment on
supply chain process appraisal correlates with the closeness and length of customer
supplier relationship.
The fact that importance and beneficiary of supplier’s data are overlooked outlines
insufficient communication which is being considered as pivotal aspect of effective
and competitive supply chains.

4

Conclusion

Although, 85% of respondents cited that they have established partnering with
their suppliers the deeper analyses have shown that it doesn´t fully meet the
requirements on partnering but it more represents that companies have long but
shallow relationship with their suppliers. As it lacks integration of both parties
especially in the area of information flow. Thus, the preliminary survey hasn´t confirm
that the full integration of customer suppliers would prevail. Essential reason for
building long term supplier customer relationship is in replenishment cost reduction
and improvements of delivery quality. Both aspects are considered to be inseparable
and are monitored together.
Findings of the preliminary survey indicate confirmation of hypothesis H1: Companies
in the Czech Republic establish long term relationship with their suppliers and
systematically appraise supply chain performance, nonetheless, hypothesis H2:
Companies establishing long term relationship with their suppliers do share data with
them as well hasn´t been confirmed by the preliminary survey as only one fifth of the
companies confirmed that they have built up partnering with their suppliers. Similarly
to H2 even H3: Companies establishing partnership with their suppliers perceive
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added value in sharing of data with their suppliers hasn´t been confirmed as only 40%
consider benefits of suppliers data and only 20% can identify its positive impact on
measuring of performances within supply chain. Hence, findings of the preliminary
questionnaire research outline that companies insufficiently recognize possible
benefits of cooperation in customer supplier partnering and mainly underestimate
importance and of suppliers’ data for measuring of supply chain performances.
Moreover, it indicates overlooking of importance of supply chain performance
measurements and appraisal on supply chain competitiveness.

This article and associated research was carried out as a part of the project financed by
Internal Grant Agency of University of Economics, Prague, IG305025
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Resume
The article is focused on the value of data sharing in customer supplier relationship that
is assigned to that by companies in the Czech Republic. The main aim is to analyse if the
companies prone to cooperate with their suppliers on long term partnership and what value is
associated with data sharing and their usage within monitoring and measuring of supply chain
process performances. The presented outcomes in the article are based on preliminary
questionnaire survey conducted among companies. Authors have identified a concern of
companies to establish long term relationship with suppliers but still are not prepared to share
data and use them in appraisal of supply chain performances.
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